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Executive Summary I 

Purpose Individuals’ Social Security benefits and the amount of tax money the 
Social Security trust funds are entitled to are based on the earnings 
recorded in individuals’ Social Security accounts. If the Social Security 
Administration (ss~) fails to record all or part of an individual’s annual 
earnings, the Social Security benefits it calculates for such individuals 
could be too low and the trust funds would not be entitled to all the tax 
revenue. 

For this report, GAO sought to determine (1) the effectiveness of the pro 
cess for identifying and resolving instances where employers may not 
have reported all or part of employees’ earnings and (2) the effect any 
uncredited earnings might have on individuals’ Social Security benefits 
and the trust funds. 

Background Employers report employees’ earnings to ss~ and the Internal Revenue 
Service (IRS) at different times and for different purposes. IRS compares 
the annual total employers reported to SSA with the total of the quar- 
terly earnings employers reported to IRS. Subsequently, IRS tells SSA 
which employers may not have reported any or all earnings to SSA. Con- 
tacts with the employers are frequently necessary to determine whethet 
all earnings were reported. If .%A finds that it has not recorded some 
employees’ earnings, it corrects those accounts. 

Although the amount of tax money SSA is entitled to is based on annual 
earnings recorded in individuals’ accounts, SSA receives tax revenues 
based on quarterly earnings amounts employers report to IRS. SSA consid 
ers these earnings amounts to be “interim estimates” of what it will 
eventually record. 

Results in Brief Slow progress by SSA and IRS in reconciling differences in employee earn- 
ings has resulted in (1) Social Security beneficiaries receiving less in 
benefits than they were entitled to and (2) the Social Security trust 
funds’ retaining $7.7 billion in tax money, as of March 1987, related to 
earnings not recorded in Social Security’s records. 

From 1978 through 1984 (data after 1984 are preliminary), SSA recordec 
about $58.5 billion less in employees’ earnings than IRS. Although this 
represents only about 0.8 of 1 percent of all earnings that SSA recorded 
during this period and seems relatively small, the impact on those 
affected by uncredited earnings can be significant. A nonprojectable 
sample of current beneficiaries reviewed by GAO showed that affected 
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Ehcutive Summary 

beneficiaries lost nearly $17 a month. ss or IRS needs to contact about 
2.5 million employers to try to determine whether SSA did not record 
some earnings for their employees. Further, although the actual number 
of individuals affected is unknown, GAO estimates that the records of 9.7 
million individuals could have uncredited earnings. 

This backlog of unreconciled employers’ earnings reports resulted from 
m’s failure to take action once IRS said its resources precluded the rec- 
onciling of all reports. The contributing factors were SS’S organizational 
structure, which diffuses responsibility; the absence of leadership and a 
financial management focal point and perspective; and pressures to 
reduce staff. 

Principal Findings 

SSA and IRS Have Not 
Resolved Differences 

SSA and IRS have not worked well together to resolve identified differ- 
ences in employers’ earnings reports. By January 1986, unresolved dif- 
ferences in employee earnings amounts involved 3.5 million employers’ 
reports for 1978-83. Although IRS had agreed to resolve such differ- 
ences, by 1980 it had concluded that it was unable to. Each year IRS has 
left unresolved at least 500,000 reports. Disagreement between SI orga- 
nizational components and a reluctance to commit additional resources 
to address the problem permitted the unresolved reports to increase. In 
early 1986, after maintaining since 1978 that resolving the differences 
was IRS’S responsibility, .%A began attempting to resolve reports that IRS 

did not. As of October 1986, SSA had more than 3 million reports that 
had not been resolved. 

Contacts With Employers SSA’S contacts with employers to resolve the many report differences 
Show Success and that IRS did not resolve resulted in recording about $3.6 billion in addi- 
Problems tional earnings for about 700,000 employees. However, about half the 

employers S-S attempted to contact did not respond to SS’S request for 
information. Further, neither SSA nor IRS has compiled sufficient data 
from contacts with employers to identify the causes of differences and 
the actions necessary to prevent or reduce future occurrences. 
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Uncredited Earnings 
Affect Benefits 

GAO, using a selection of current beneficiaries whom an ,%A study had 
identified as having uncredited earnings, determined the actual effect o 
uncredited earnings on these beneficiaries. For half of the beneficiaries. 
uncredited earnings had not been considered in calculating benefits. 
Inclusion of the uncredited earnings entitled one of every two of these 
beneficiaries to an average of % 16.8 1 more each month. Accumulated 
monthly benefits should have been higher by an average of $456. GAO 

also measured the effect uncredited earnings could potentially have on 
individuals identified from the same SSA study. GA6 found that three of 
every five individuals with uncredited earnings faced the possible loss 
of monthly Social Security benefits averaging $17. 

SSA’s Plans Do Not 
Address All Issues 

. 

. 

. 

SSA plans to contact employers to resolve 1 million of the backlogged 
earnings reports by the end of 1987. SSA also plans to exclude about 
723,000 reports from review because it believes the earnings difference 
is too small to even try to resolve. Not investigating such reports, how- 
ever, could mean the loss of about $9 in monthly benefits for low-incom 
individuals. In addition, s%‘s plans do not address how it will 

deal with the remaining 1.7 million backlogged employer reports and thl 
1 million 1984 and 1986 reports it expects to receive from IRS, 
deal with employers who do not reply to SSA’S request for data, and 
ensure that affected employers save employees’ earnings records that 
could be discarded because of the expiration of the record retention 
period specified by IRS. 

Trust Funds Retain Tax 
Money for Earnings Not 
Credited 

The differences in earnings recorded by the two agencies raise questions 
about the amount of tax revenue to which .%A is entitled. Since 1978, 
when the dual reporting system began, SSA has received tax revenues 
based on quarterly earnings reported to IRS. Despite these interim trans- 
fers, the law requires the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) 
to certify the earnings amounts SSA recorded because Social Security is 
entitled to retain tax revenues based on that amount only. The law does 
not specify a time by which earnings for a given year must be certified, 
and SSA has not certified any since 1978. 

The absence of a high-level SSA focal point for fiiancial management 
contributed to this matter’s going unaddressed. As a result, s% has 
recorded about $58.5 billion less in earnings than IRS as of March 1987; 
therefore, SSA may not have a legal basis for retaining a portion of the 
related tax money of $7.7 billion once it certifies the earnings it has 
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Executive Summary 

recorded. For 1978-82, years for which employers are no longer required 
to maintain wage data that could be needed for future reconciliation, SW 
could have to return $2.8 billion to the Treasury, based on SSA’S records 
as of March 1987. 

Matters for The Congress should consider 

Congressional 
Consideration 

l requiring SSA and IRS to submit a plan of action to appropriate congres- 
sional committees specifying (1) a tune-phased schedule for eliminating 
the backlog and resolving new discrepancies and (2) any additional 
resources that will be required and 

l amending section 201(a) of the Social Security Act, either to specify a 
time limit for the Secretary of HHS to certify earnings based on SSA’S 

records or to permit SSA to retain tax revenues based on earnings 
amounts recorded by IRS rather than amounts recorded by SSA. 

Recommendations GAO recommends that the Secretaries of HHS and the Treasury direct the 
Commissioners of Social Security and Internal Revenue to 

l develop and pursue a strategy for examining the backlogged and newer 
cases and report their plans to the Congress and 

l determine the major causes of recording differences in SSA and IRS eam- 
ings totals and take corrective action to prevent their occurrence or 
reduce their frequency. 

GAO also makes a separate recommendation to the Secretary of HI-E to 
direct the Commissioner of Social Security to require that the chief 
financial officer of SSA serve as a focal point for ensuring that the mat- 
ters discussed in this report are addressed. 

Agency Comments HHS and IRS generally agreed with GAO’S recommendations and said they 
would develop a plan to resolve the earnings crediting problem. HHS did 
not indicate when it would begin certifying earnings based on SFA 
records. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Earnings in Social Security-covered employment enable an individual to 
build sufficient credits, called quarters of coverage, to gain eligibility for 
Social Security benefits. Once sufficient quarters of coverage are earned 
and retirement, survivors, or disability conditions are met, SSA uses the 
amount of earnings to calculate an individual’s benefit. 

Employers report earnings of employees directly to the Social Security 
Administration (s%). The self-employed report their earnings to the 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS), which then provides m the relevant 
identification and earnings data; SSA credits the earnings to individuals’ 
Social Security accounts. 

This review assesses the effectiveness of the process designed to ensure 
that employees receive credit for their earnings in their Social Security 
accounts. It also examines and measures-for some employees and self- 
employed-the impact of uncredited earnings on Social Security benefit 
payments and on Social Security’s trust funds. 

Earnings Reporting 
and Crediting 
Processes 

SSA annually receives more than 8 million summary employers’ earnings 
reports; that is. employers annuahy report to SSA summaries of all 
employees’ earnings on a form called a W-3 and provide each employee’s 
earnings (form W-2, Wage and Tax Statement) up to a yearly maximum 
amount. Employers also file with IRS quarterly tax reports (form 94 1, 
Employer’s Quarterly Federal Tax Return, or a similar form) of total 
employees’ earnings and pay all taxes due, including Social Security 
taxes. 

SSA checks the identifying information on each W-2, such as name and 
Social Security number, against its existing records before crediting 
earnings to an individual’s Social Security account. If .%A cannot match 
the identification data with its records, ss~ places the W-2 information 
in a suspense account file, pending resolution. As of October 1986, the 
file included about $94 billion in wages that had not been credited to 
individuals’ accounts (a small percentage of all creditable wages).’ Some 
of these wages have been in ss.4’~ suspense account file since wages were 
first recorded in 1937. 

There are about 9.5 million self-employed who report their earnings 
directly to IRS, as part of their tax returns. IRS then provides the earnings 

‘When we differentiate between earnings of employees and the selfemployed, we use the term 
“wages” for employees and “self-employment earrungs” for the selfsmployed. 
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Chapter 1 
Inuodnction 

and identification data to SSA. If SSA cannot match the identification data 
with its records, the data are placed in a self-employment suspense 
account file, pending resolution. As of October 1986. that file included 
about $6.5 billion in unresolved earnings (a small percentage of all cred- 
itable self-employment earnings). Some of these earnings have been in 
SSA’S file since self-employment earnings were first recorded in 195 1. 

Earnings reported by employers to s.% serve as the basis for determining 
the amount of tax revenues to which the Social Security trust funds are 
entitled. The amount is meant to be determined by applying tax rates to 
earnings that SSA certifies are recorded in its records (both individuals’ 
accounts and the suspense account file). In practice, the Department of 
the Treasury transfers tax money to the Social Security trust funds 
throughout the year, based on the earnings reported quarterly by 
employers to IRS. After transfer, the taxes are used to pay Social Secu- 
rity benefits to eligible individuals or their survivors. 

Assuring Credit for 
Earnings 

Currently, there are two primary ways individuals and s!% can detect 
whether earnings were not credited to individuals’ Social Security 
accounts. First, individuals can (and are encouraged by s.% through var- 
ious public information media to) request a record of their earnings to 
check their own Social Security accounts for earnings and quarters of 
coverage. Individuals sometimes check their earnings while still work- 
ing; others check when applying for benefits. Individuals who find that 
earnings were not correctly credited can submit acceptable evidence of 
these earnings, such as a statement signed by the employer, a W-2, or 
pay slips, and have their accounts adjusted. 

Second, IRS identifies employers who may not have reported some or all 
employees’ earnings to S% IRS does this by comparing its total of 
employers’ earnings for employees with SSA’S total. IRS then identifies 
specific employers’ earnings reports that indicate an employer either 
may not have reported ( 1) missing reports (no earnings recorded by m 
for a specific employer identification number [EINI) or (2) discrepant 
reports (some earnings recorded by SSA for a specific EIN, but the amount 
is less than that recorded by IRS).~ In this way, employers with potential ‘, 
reporting problems are identified and can be contacted by either ss;\ or 
IRS to pinpoint what may not have been recorded correctly. The report- 
ing and reconciliation processes are shown in figure 1.1. 

‘IRS aLso Identifies employers who may not have reported or incorrectly reported earmngs to IRS. 
These cases are not referred to SS.4 and were not a pan of our review. 
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Figure 1.1: Reporting and Reconciliation 
of Employers’ Earnings Reports 

Forms W.2 W.3 c Fwm 941 

SSA 

I-- Rece~ws Annual 
ReDarts Of 

EmDMJyWS Eamngs 

Remves Ouanerly 
Tax ReDons ,J? 

EmDloyees Eamngs 

I- 

Provlaes IRS 
Earnings Total 

for Eacn Emcdoyer 

IRS 
+ Compares SSA.Prob~aeo 

Data With Its Recoros 
for Eacn Ewloyw 

Objectives, Scope, and The objectives of our review were to (1) determine how SSA ensures that 

Methodology individuals’ earnings are properly credited to their Social Security 
accounts and (2) measure the effect of uncredited or erroneously 
credited earnings on individuals’ Social Security benefits and eligibility 
and on the Social Security trust funds. During our review we also sought 
to (1) determine the reasons that earnings differences were not being 
resolved and (2) learn more about the underlying causes for these dif- 
ferences. In order to achieve these two goals, we examined data w had 
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Chapter 1 
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gathered about the reasons for and causes of earnings differences, as 
well as the corrective action needed. 

To determine how SSA and IRS ensure that employers consistently report 
employees’ earnings to both agencies, we examined and analyzed 
records documenting their efforts. We also reviewed ~6.4 and IRS’S formal 
agreement, which stipulates each agency’s responsibilities under a sys- 
tem of combined annual wage reporting. To better understand ssx’s and 
IRS’S roles and responsibilities on certain legal and procedural questions 
related to reconciliation activities, we requested the views of the Secre- 
tary of Health and Human Services (HHS). through the Commissioner of 
Social Security (see app. III), and the Secretary of the Treasury, through 
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue (see app. IV), and discussed the 
matter with ss~ and IRS officials. 

To determine the actual effects of uncredited wages on beneficiaries and 
the potential effects on employees (still working), we reviewed SA and 
IRS records. These included correspondence, studies, and statistics on 
employers whose earnings reports (based on IRS’S match of IRS and SSA 
employer reports) may not have been recorded by ss~. In a 1985 study 
to examine the usefulness of data IRS furnished (indicating that SSA may 
not have received certain employers’ earnings reports), ss.4 sampled a 
group of employers for whom ssx had no wage total or a lesser total 
than IRS. ,%A asked the employers to provide some employee W-23 to 
help SSA track whether it had received and recorded the employees’ 
wages. To determine whether the 1980 and 1981 W-3 had been accu- 
rately credited. we checked the W-L% employers provided for 11,15 1 
employees against each individual’s Social Security earnings record. For 
wages that had not been accurately credited. we measured the actual 
effects on current beneficiaries and, for those still working, we esti- 
mated the potential effects on survivors. 

To measure the actual effects of uncredited earnings, we identified and 
then selected certain individuals whose earnings had not been credited 
and who were receiving benefits, At our request, SA calculated the ben- 
efit amounts and monthly and retroactive underpayments. We also esti- 
mated a potential effect for individuals who were not yet receiving 
benefits. Rather than trying to forecast what each individual would earn 
until retirement, we asked SSA to assume the individual died, leaving a 
survivor; a benefit payment could thus be calculated based on the actual 
earnings of each individual. At our request, SSA computed benefits pay- 
able as of January 1984, with and without the uncredited earnings. We 
then calculated the difference in benefits for each individual’s survivor. 
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The measurements of actual and potential effects of uncredited wages 
are not projectable to all employees with uncredited wages because the 
universe of affected employees is not known. Rather, the results serve 
as an indication of the payment effect on employees who were identified 
as having uncredited wages. 

To measure these effects for the self-employed, we selected 7,100 self- 
employed individuals with uncredited 1979 earnings (we had identified 
them during a previous review” ). We then used the same procedure to 
calculate the difference in their benefits that we had used for employ- 
ees. Again, the results are not projectable to the universe of all self- 
employed, but serve as an indication of the payment effect from the 
uncredited self-employment earnings. 

Our work was done from October 1984 to December 1986 in accordance 
with generally accepted government auditing standards, except that we 
did not assess the reliability of the IE system used to record employers’ 
quarterly federal tax returns or the SSA system used to record employ- 
ees’ earnings. 

%S and !SA Can Improve the Verification and Recording of Data Provided by Self-Employed Tax. 
payers (GAWGGD-86 2 1 - 1 May 28.1986). 
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Chapter 2 

IRS and !%A Earnings Differences Total More 
Than $58 Billion 

Since 1978, when employers were first required to report employees’ 
earnings annually to ss.4 and quarterly to IRS, the total earnings amounts 
recorded by each agency (as reported to them by employers) have dif- 
fered. %A, as of March 1987, had recorded about $58.5 billion less than 
IRS for 1978-84 (data after 1984 are preliminary). These earnings differ- 
ences, through 1983, involved about 3.5 million earnings reports for 
about 2.5 million employers. About one-fourth of these employers’ eam- 
ings reports showed differences between the two agencies for more than 
1 year. 

Chapter 3 illustrates the effects of these differences on some benefi- 
ciaries and employees. Chapter 4 discusses the various causes of these 
differences. 

SSA Has Consistently Since 1978 employers have been required to report employees’ earnings 

Recorded Less in 
Earnings Than IRS 

to IRS quarterly (941s) and to SSA annually (W-3s).l The total of each 
employer’s four quarterly reports to IRS should equal the total earnings 
that an employer reports annually to so. When differences arise in 
employer reports, it becomes a matter of concern. IRS is usually con- 
cerned that the employer reported more earnings to so than to IRS; this 
means that taxes are due on earnings not reported. % is usually con- 
cerned that the employer reported more earnings to IRS than to SSA; this 
means that employees’ earnings were not credited to their Social Secur- 
ity accounts. 

Total earnings recorded by each agency and the differences that have 
existed since1978 are shdwn in table 2.1. 

‘Before 1978. all employer reports Hrlth detailed employee data were proklded quarterly to IRS, 
whch forwarded the data to SSA. The change to the current format was mtended to elinunate the 
burden of detailed quarterly reporting. 
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Cluptm 2 
IBB and !3BA Eamlngn LMfferencea Total Mom 
Than 858 Billion 

Table 2.1: Comparison of Total Earnings 
Recorded by IRS and SSA, as of March 
1997 

Dollars In btlllons 

Year IRS SSA 
Net amounts not 

recorded bv SSA 
1978 $762 5 $758 7 $3 8 
1979 897 4 094 9 2 5 
1980 988.2 980 5 7' 
1981 1.0916 1.091 3 03 
1982 1.151.7 1.143.4 8 ! 
1983 1,223 0 1.211.9 11 1 

1984 1,356 8 1,332 0 24 R 

TOhI $7.471.2 $7,412.7 558.5 
Note IRS’s 941 dala for 1985 earnings exceeded SSA s W-3 data by $31 7 billion. as of March 1987 
Based on past experience. IhIs amount IS expected lo decrease slgnlflcanlly as late earnings reports 
and correchons to pnor reports are processed For example In March 1985. IRS’s 941 data for 1963 
exceeaed SSA s data Dy $49 1 billion. as of June 1966, lhls amount had been reduced to $16 8 bllllon 
The decrease IS not a result of reconclllatlon 

As of March 1987. .%A had not resolved the $58.5 billion shortfall in its 
records for the 1978-84 period. However? the $58.5 billion not recorded 
by SA represents only about 0.8 of 1 percent of the $7,412.7 billion that 
~.GG credited from 1978-84. 

Earnings Differences 
Involved Half a Million 
Employers’ Reports 
Annually 

IRS totals the 941s for each employer and compares this total with the 
W-3 data ss~ recorded for the employer. Differences identified (dis- 
cussed in ch. 1) indicate employers who may not have reported some or 
all of their employees’ earnings. 

The number of missing and discrepant employers’ earnings reports for 
1978-83 are shown in table 2.2. The number of employees potentially 
affected cannot be determined because the IRS data do not show this 
number but, rather, the amount by which the ss~ and IRS earnings totals 
differ for specific employers. 
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Chapter 2 
U?S and BBA Enmtngs Dtf’ferences Total More 
Than 858 Btllion 

Table 2.2: Number of Employers’ 
Earnings Reports That Showed More Year Missing Dircrepant Total 
Earnings Recorded by IRS Than by SSA, 
1978-03. 

1978 406.075 173.375 579.45oc 
1979 423 863 244.058 667 921 
1980 359.298 205 538 564 036= 
1981 324379 188,943 513 322 
1982 345.427 197666 543.093 
1983 398,256 225.540 623 796 
Total 2,25?,298 1,235,120 3,492,418 

3As of January 1986 SSA. as 01 rhe mlddle of Apnl 1987 naa nor counted me number of m1ssn9 ano 
discrepant reports for 1984 

“These totals are Incomplete because SSA lost an undelermlned number of recoras for lnese ,ears 

Some Employers W ith Although about 3.5 million employers’ earnings reports are missing or 

Reporting D ifferences discrepant, this number does not represent 3.5 million different employ- 
ers. There are some employers with reporting differences in more than 1 

in More Than 1 Year year. To determine the extent to which reporting differences attributa- 
ble to some employers occurred repeatedly over the 6-year period, we 
checked the frequency with which the same EIN was on the SSA-IRS unrec- 
onciled lists for 1978433. The results are shown in table 2.3. 

Table 2.3: Frequency Estimate of 
Employers With Unreconciled Earnings 
Reports, 1978-83 

Number of years EIN 
appeared in g-year 
period 
1 

Employers 
Missing or 
discrepant 

Number Percent reports 
1.824.769 735 1824 769 

2 428.614 173 857 228 
3 133317 54 399 95 1 
4 53.090 21 212.360 
5 26.600 11 133 000 
6 15.339 6 92.034 
Total 2,481,729 100.0 3,519,342a 

‘The total of employers reports differs from the lotal In table 2 2 because of differences In ,wnen lhe 
data were processed 

About 2.5 million employers accounted for the 3.5 million missing or dis- 
crepant earnings reports. About 1.8 million (73.5 percent) employers 
had only 1 year of problem earnings reports; 0.7 million employers (26.5 
percent) had problems in more than 1 year. Looked at another way, con- 
tacting about 657.000 employers (one of every four employers) with 
more than 1 year of earnings in question may resolve nearly one-half of 
the reports with suspected earnings problems. 
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Chapter 2 
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Than 858 BIllion 

Contacting Employers We estimate that the total earnings on the reports needing reconciliation 

to Reconcile 
Differences Helped 
SSA Credit Some 
Earnings 

is about $143 billion for 1978-83. Reconciliation does not always result 
in recording additional earnings to individuals’ Social Security accounts. 
For example, employers may have used different EINS in reporting the 
same earnings to SSA and IRS; if so, ss~ could have credited each of the 
employees for their earnings and could have the (W-3) record of total 
employees’ earnings for the employer under an EIN different from 1~‘s. 
Employers must be contacted to determine whether employees’ earnings 
were reported to .%A and IRS under different EINS or whether employees’ 
earnings were not reported or were underreported. The question that 
arises is this: Is it beneficial to attempt to reconcile $143 billion in 
employers’ earnings reports to try to fiid the $33.7 billion through 1983 
that ss~ did not record in individuals’ Social Security accounts? (Consid- 
ering 1984, the $143 billion in unreconciled employers’ earnings reports 
would have grown, but we did not determine the extent of such growth. 

.%A found that contacting employers with potentially missing or discrep- 
ant employees’ earnings, as identified by IRS, does result in the crediting 
of earnings to some individuals’ Social Security accounts. ssx did two 
studies’ of the usefulness of mfurnished data to contact employers; in 
addition, SSA initiated and completed the first part of a more comprehen 
sive effort” to reduce backlogged employers’ reports needing reconcilia- 
tion. As a result of these efforts, SSA was able to credit an estimated $3.6 
billion in earnings to 692,108 individuals’ Social Security accounts. The 
results of SSA’S crediting efforts are summarized in table 2.4. 

‘In its fmt study, SA attempted to contact 1.424 employers with missing or discrepant earrung for 
1980 or 1981 or both. In its second study, SSA attempted r.n con- 7.984 employers wth rtussmg or 
discrepant 1983 eammgs. 

3For the fast part of SW’s threepart effort to resolve the backlogged employers’ repot%. SSA 
attempted to contact about 204,558 employers with nwwng 1983 reports and 83.703 employers wth 
nussmg 1978 reports. 
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chapter 2 
UtB and !3SA M Llifferemces Total More 
Than SIPI Billion 

Table 2.4: Earnings Credited to 
Individuals’ Social Security Accounts Dollars In mbons 

SSA effort 
First study 

Individuals’ 
Earnings credited accounts 
Amount Employers credited 

$71 7 182 11.579 
Second study 121 6 2.629 26.302 
First part of effort to reduce baCklOg 3.360 2a 75.770 654.227 
Total s3s53.5 78,581 692,108 

dEstlmated try SSA This estimate IS based on ttie dollar dalue IRS asslgned to tne mwng earnings 
reports that SSA processed 

Using the data in tables 2.1. 2.3, and 2.4, it is possible to roughly esti- 
mate the total number of individuals affected by the reconciliation 
workload. In table 2.4,692,108 individuals were credited with a total of 
about $3.553.5 million, about $5.134 for each individual. Assuming that 
the average amount credited for each individual would also apply to the 
$58.5 billion not recorded by .SSA. shown in table 2.1, about 11.4 million 
instances of crediting would result. After adjusting for the fact that 
some of these instances of crediting would involve the same employees 
for more than 1 year, as indicated in table 2.3, we estimate that 9.7’ mil- 
lion individuals have unrecorded earnings from the reconciliation 
workload. 
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Chapter 3 

Uncredited Earnings Affect Social Security 
Beneficiaries and Trust F’unds 

Because earnings are used to determine an individual’s eligibility and 
benefit amount, uncredited earnings can affect ss;\ benefit payments. 
Current beneficiaries have lost-and will continue to lose-benefits 
because of .SSA’S failure to correctly credit their earnings. In addition, 
individuals with uncredited earnings may receive less in benefits than 
they are entitled to when eligible if the earnings stay uncredited. 

Uncredited earnings can also affect Social Security trust fund revenues. 
These trust funds are entitled to tax revenues based on ssA-recorded 
earnings. Consequently, unrecorded or uncredited earnings should 
reduce these revenues. !%A would have to return about $7.7 billion to tht 
Treasury, based on earnings reports for the years 1978-84, if (1) .ss~-~ns 
earnings differences are not reconciled and (2) current .%A earnings 
records are used to adjust trust fund balances. 

Beneficiaries Are 
Underpaid 

The effects of uncredited earnings are illustrated by the extent of under 
payments to certain beneficiaries with uncredited wages or self-employ- 
ment earnings for the years before 1982. When uncredited earnings 
were included in Social Security’s benefit computation, monthly benefits 
increased from less than $1 to over $200 a month. Further, as a result, 
tl~ese same beneficiaries were due retroactive payments ranging from a 
few dollars to about $4,500 for periods over 5 years. 

Effect on Employees During a study of missing and discrepant employers’ earnings reports 
for mrg$JQ Gd mi~~~~e,~l-& &t-&<d mT?J ‘fiGK &-@roj~f$~-iJ~~~ 1’1 ,lTr($ 
these W-2s we checked Social Security’s benefit rolls and identified 358 
individuals who appeared to have uncredited wages and were receiving 
benefits. To determine whether uncredited earnings actually affected 
benefits, we judgmentally selected some of the 358 beneficiary case files 
for review. Case files are located throughout the country. We selected 
cases only in Philadelphia, New York City, and Woodlawn (Maryland) tc 
facilitate our review. Of 159 cases selected, %?A was able to provide 137 
files. 

In 68 of the 137 sample cases (50 percent), wages had been correctly ‘. 
included in SSA’S benefit computation. The missing wages were identifiec 

‘When the volume of unreconckd employers’ reports reached nearly 3 million. S!!A uutiated a stud! 
to determme the reasons for, and what to do about, those that SSA either ( 1) had no record of retell 
mg or (2) had received, but which showed less in wages than reported to IRS. Five SSA regions part11 
ipated m the study by attempting to contact a sample of 1,424 employers wth missmg or ticrepanr 
1980, 1981, or both earrungs reports. 
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Chapter 3 
Unaedited Eaminga Affect !Social Security 
Benefkiariea and Trust Punda 

during the benefit application process. generally as a result of either 
W’S or the individual’s noticing that earnings were not credited. For the 
remaining 69 individuals whose uncredited wages were not included in 
the benefit computation, we asked ss.4 to calculate benefits, including 
the earnings that had not been previously credited. Inclusion of the 
uncredited earnings entitled 33 beneficiaries to an average of $16.81 
more each month. The other 36 beneficiaries were not entitled to a 
higher benefit for various reasons: for example, the uncredited earnings 
were not high enough (relative to each beneficiary’s own history of 
earnings) to be included in the benefit computation. (Generally, the ben- 
efit computation excludes the 5 lowest years of earnings.) 

The monthly benefit effect on the 33 beneficiaries affected is summa- 
rized in table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Effect on Monthly Benefits for 
Beneficiaries With Uncredited Wages’ Beneficiaries affected by 

1980 or 1981 or both uncredited wages Less than $5 $5410 Over $10 
$ 1 to $ 1,000 3 1 0 
1 001 to 5,000 6 2 2 
5 001 to 10 000 2 3 3 
10.001 to 29.700 2 2 7 

Total 13 8 12 

‘Compulea as of rhe beneflclar:, s last month of ellglOlllr.y or Apnl 1966 

The 33 beneficiaries were due higher monthly benefits for an average of 
31 months, including a few that exceeded 5 years. A4ccumulated pay- 
ments should have been higher by an average of $456; they ranged from 
a few dollars to about $1,850. The additional benefits due are summa- 
rized in table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Cumulative Additional Benefits 
Due Beneficiaries With Uncredited 
Wages’ 

Beneficiaries affected by 
Uncredited wages Less than $100 $100 to $500 Over $500 
$ 1 to $ 1.000 2 2 0 
1,001 to 5000 6 3 1 

5.001 to 10.000 2 2 3 

10.001 to 29.700 2 4 5 
Total 12 11 10 

3Camputea as of rhe benekiary s IasI monln of ellgCMy or Apnl 1986 

During our review, SSA told us it was in the process of crediting these 
beneficiaries’ earnings and correcting their benefit payments. 
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Effect on the Self- 
Employed 

Although self-employment earnings are not subject to the SWIRS wage 
reconciliation, such earnings-when uncredited-can also affect bene 
fits. Of 7,100 self-employed (mentioned in ch. l), whose earnings we 
identified (during a previous review) as uncredited in 1979 because 
either IRS did not furnish or SSA did not process the data, 1,060 were ot- 
Social Security’s retirement and survivors benefit rolls. To determine 
whether uncredited earnings affected their benefits, we judgmentally 
selected2 individuals for review. Of 231 cases selected, SSA was able to 
provide 220 benefit files for our review. . 

In 67 of the 220 reviewed cases (30 percent), the missing earnings had 
been identified by the individual or SU, generally during the benefit 
application process, and included in the benefit computation. For the 
remaining 153 cases, we asked SSA to recalculate the benefits, includin; 
the earnings that were not credited. Inclusion of the uncredited eamin 
entitled 62 beneficiaries to an average of $7.90 more each month. The 
other 91 beneficiaries were not entitled to a higher benefit for various 
reasons: for example, the uncredited earnings were not high enough ( r, 
ative to each beneficiary’s own history of earnings) to be included in tl 
benefit computation. 

The monthly benefit effect for the 62 beneficiaries that were affected I 
shown in table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: Effect on Monthly Benefits for 
Individuals With Uncredited Self- Uncredited 1979 self-employment Beneficiaries affected by 
Employment Earnings’ earnings amount Less than 95 s5 to SlO Over 

s 1 to $ 1 .ooo 9 0 
1.001 to 5,ooo 25 4 
5.001 to lO.ocKl 2 4 

10,001 to 22.900 0 3 
TOM 36 11 

Tomputea as of the beneflclary s last month of ellglblllty or as late as August 1985 

The 62 beneficiaries were due higher monthly benefits for an average 1 
43 months, including a few for over 5 years. Accumulated payments 
should have been higher by an average of $434 and ranged from a feh 
dollars to about $4,500. The additional benefits due are summarized in 
table 3.4. 

*The selection was made baaed on a stratified random sample of uncrtited eamq!s amounts for 
benefit files located in Philadelphia 
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chapter 3 
Uncredited~AffectsociaisecnIity 
Benefkiariea and Trust Funds 

Table 3.4: Cumulative Additional Benefits 
Due individuals With Uncredited Seif- 
Employment Earnings. 

Uncredited 1979 self-employment Beneficiaries affected by 
earnings amount Less than 5100 5100 to S500 Over S500 
$ 1t0$1000 6 4 0 
1 001 to 5,000 15 15 2 
5 001 to 10 000 0 6 : 

10.001 to 22,900 0 2 5 
Total 21 27 14 

aCompufeci as of the benehclary s last monlh of ellglbdlty or as late as August 1985 

Unless these 62 beneficiaries identify the missing earnings, the under- 
payments will continue to grow until SSA takes corrective action. SSA 
does not plan to correct these underpayments until it receives additional 
data from IRS. (See p. 33 for discussion of the needed corrective action 
and its status.) 

Future Beneficiaries 
May Be Underpaid 

Some individuals face reduced benefits or ineligibility because of 
uncredited earnings. If these individuals’ survivors were eligible for ben- 
efits in January 1984. when we measured the potential effect on bene- 
fits, they would have received benefits lower than they were entitled to. 
Furthermore, a few individuals’ survivors would have been found ineli- 
gible for benefits when, in fact, they were eligible if the uncredited earn- 
ings were included. 

We identified 5.714 employees whose earnings were not credited to their 
Social Security accounts. These employees were identified by using the 
same 11,151 W-2s that SSA, during its study of employers with poten- 
tially missing or discrepant earnings reports, obtained from employers 
(see ch. 1). To determine the potential effect uncredited wages could 
have on the benefits of an employee should he or she die and leave a 
survivor, SSA calculated Social Security benefits with and without the 
uncredited wages. 

We found that the uncredited wages could affect 3,510 employees’ sur- 
vivors (three of every five) by an average of about t 17 per month. See 
appendix V for more details on the potential monthly benefit effect of 
uncredited wages. Further, the wages that were not credited but should 
have been were necessary for 60 employees; without these earnings 
their survivors would not have been eligible for any benefits. 

Similarly, of the 7,100 self-employed whose earnings were earlier identi- 
fied as uncredited in 1979,4,472 (two of every three) could have had 
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chapter3 
U~ti~AiieetsodrlSlPCUlity 
Benefkhrks and Trust Funda 

survivors affected by the uncredited earnings. The average monthly 
benefit effect was $7.30. See appendix VI for more details on the pote 
tial monthly benefit effect for survivors of individuals we identified 
during a previous review (cited in ch. 1) as having uncredited self- 
employment earnings. 

Retention of Some Tax The Social Security Act, section 20 l(a), specifies that tax money shou 

Money in Trust Funds be transferred to the trust funds based on the Secretary of HHS'S certil 
ing earnings amounts actually recorded in records established and ma 

May Be Questionable tained by the Secretary. In practice, SSA certifies earnings (on behalf (1 
HHS) but, since 1978, has not made the certification based on earnings 
amounts in its records. Instead, SSA has made “interim certifications” 
based on quarterly earnings amounts reported by employers to IRS am 
recorded by IRS. In effect, SSA is certifying that it expects to record ear 
ings in the amount IRS has. Although such interim certification may bt: 
appropriate until a final certification can be made, based on SSA’S 
records, the law does not specify a time limit for accomplishing such a 
final certification, and SSA has not made one. Because m records sup- 
port $58.5 billion less in earnings than IRS records as of March 1987, a 
estimated $7.7 billion in taxes is being retained by the trust funds, for 
which SSA has recorded no earnings. About $2.8 billion of these taxes ; 
for 1978-82 earnings, years for which employers are no longer require 
to retain earnings records. If ss~ was to certify the earnings it has 
recorded for these years, which we believe reasonable, it would have t 
return any previously appropriated taxes in excess of the earnings 
certified. 

Before 1978, both IRS and SSA used the same quarterly reports of 
employees’ earnings. Until 1978, the quarterly certification letter was 
based totally on (s%‘s) recorded earnings as required by law. Since 
1978, SSA has revised the basis and substance of its certification letter 
the Treasury because ss~ began receiving earnings information annual 
rather than quarterly and needed a more current basis for targeting tt 
flow of tax money. SSA now uses the earnings data IRS has recorded an 
accumulated from employers’ 941s (filed quarterly); SSA considers the: 
data as estimates of earnings that it expects to eventually record. As’2 
result, SSA’S certifications have been, and continue to be, based on the5 
estimates. Neither IRS nor SSA has assessed the reliability or accuracy ( 
the current IRS data on which these estimates are based. 

We asked w and IRS what constitutes a reasonable time period for cei 
fication. but neither specified a time period. %A responded: “Given tht 
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IJncredlti~Arfectsodalsecnrity 
Benefldariea and Tmst F’unds 

problems we have faced with reconciliation since the advent of annual 
wage reporting, we have no experience upon which to determine what a 
reasonable time period may be, but we support the development of a 
reasonable time period goal.” IRS responded: “Since no time frame is 
specified by law, we accept the current certification time period pres- 
ently being followed by DHHS.” We believe it reasonable that. as a guide- 
line, the maximum time period for certification should correspond to the 
present duration that employers are required by IRS to retain employees’ 
records of earnings. Current IRS instructions state that employers should 
retain employees’ earnings records for 3 years. 

We also asked the following question: “Must SSA return to the Treasury 
trust fund credits for earnings that exceed amounts [SSA is] able to cer- 
tify’?” SSA said: 

“The Social Security Act (Section 201(a)) requires that the taxes appropriated to 
the Old-Aged and Survivors Insurance. Disability Insurance. and Hospital Insurance 
trust funds be determined by the Secretary of the Treasury by applying the applica- 
ble rates of tax to wages and self-employment income certified by the Secretary of 
HHS. The Secretary of HHS is to certify wage data to Treasury based on ‘records of 
wages established and maintained’ by the Secretary of HHS. The taxes are initially 
appropriated to the trust funds on an estimated basis. Periodic adjustments are sub- 
sequently made to the extent that the estimates are found to differ from the 
amounts of taxes actually payable as determined from reported earnings. 

“For calendar years 1978-1985, adjustments have been made on the basis of wages 
reported to IRS on form 94 1. These wage data have been ‘certified’ as interim data. 
The wages paid in recent years have not been certified to Treasury in the same 
sense that wages certified before 1978 were certified because the data do not repre- 
sent individual employee ‘records maintained and established by the Secretary of 
HHS.’ When the earnings are fully certified based on HHS records (finalizing HHS 
wage data is dependent on the reconciliation process), any excess of the previously 
appropriated taxes, over and above the taxes determined from the certified earn- 
ings, must be returned to the general fund of the Treasury. Similarly. any excess of 
taxes determined from the certified wages, over and above the previously appropri- 
ated taxes, must also be appropriated from the general fund to the trust funds. 

“Before earnings are certified for any of the years 1978 or later, any remaining 
unreconciled wage reports will be added to the Nondetailed Employee Report file, a 
file of undistributed wage items. Any wages in this file will be included in the earn- 
ings certified to the Treasury. At this time, it is not known whether the certification 
of earnings for those years will actually result in a return to the general fund or an 
additional appropriation to the trust funds.” 
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Benellddes and Trm Fbnd6 

SW’S response recognizes that (1) its certifications since 1978 are 
“interim” because they are not based on records established and main- 
tamed by the Secretary of HHS as provided in the law; (2) making its 
earnings data final, and thus achieving final certification, is dependent 
on completing the reconciliation process; (3) its final certification shoulc 
be based on individual employee records maintained and established by’ 
SA (on behalf of HIS); and (4) the IRS 941 data are not individual 
employee records. SsA’s creation of an employer suspense account file, 
referred to by SSA as a Nondetailed Employee Repbrt file, places unrec- 
onciled earnings recorded by IRS into an SSA file. However, use of such a 
file for certification would not be an adequate basis for final certifica- 
tion because after reconciliation is completed, the remaining unreconcil- 
able earnings (1) would be total earnings amounts reported by 
employers and not amounts creditable to individuals’ earnings records 
and (2) could have already been credited to individuals’ records. 
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Causes of the Problem and Attempts 
at Resolution 

SSA and IRS have not adequately resolved differences in employers’ eam- 
ings reports, nor have they addressed the causes of the differences. 
Many causes have contributed to the current problem. The change in 
employer reporting requirements and weaknesses in s&~‘s internal con- 
trols resulted in larger than anticipated numbers of employers’ reports 
that had to be reconciled. The resultant need for larger than anticipated 
resources was not addressed by either agency. Changes in SSA’S leader- 
ship and management’s inability to resolve conflicting organizational 
priorities also contributed to the problem. The unreconciled backlogged 
reports have prevented identification of the underlying causes of 
employer reporting differences, which must be known before plans can 
be developed to prevent or detect future occurrences. 

After nearly 6 years of its own studies and discussions with IRS, %GI has 
begun to reconcile some earnings differences and has developed a recon- 
ciliation plan. The plan, however, does not address ( 1) all the backlogged 
earnings reports and (2) what to do about employers who are unable or 
unwilling to help %A. Furthermore, because employers retain records for 
a limited time, information needed to reconcile some older reports may 
not be available. 

Some Causes of With the advent of a new system of combined annual wage reporting in 

Reporting Differences 1978, so started experiencing a substantial growth in the number of 
missing and discrepant employers’ earnings reports. The change to a 

Not Fully Understood new system required a change in earnings reporting, contributing to this 
growth. .%A has twice conducted studies of the reasons for this growth. 
but it has not been able to fully determine what they are. However, ss-4 
has identified weaknesses in its earnings recording system that may fur- 
ther contribute to the uncredited earnings problem. 

Changes in Reporting The number of missing and discrepant reports climbed from 17 1,000 in 
Requirements Contributed 1977 to about 582,000 in 1978 and later. Some of this growth was 
to Growth in Missing and caused by the change to combined annual wage reporting, instituted in 

Discrepant Reports 1978 to reduce the reporting burden on employers. Since 1978, employ- 
ers have been required to submit 941s to IRS, but they do not have to 
provide-as they had previously-detailed quarterly lists of employees 
and their earnings. Instead, employers are now required to annually 
report employees’ earnings to .%A for each employee and for total 
employees. As a result, for 1978 and later, two data sets are prepared by 
employers and compared by the agencies instead of the same data being 
used by both agencies, as was done for 1977 and earlier. 
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Chapter 4 
Caueea of the Roblem and Attempts 
at Besolution 

Even though the combined annual wage reporting system requires 
employers to report separately to IRS and SU, SQ has evidence to show 
that some employers are still reporting to just one agency-IRS Even 
though IFS’S procedures require forwarding data to SG that should havt 
been sent to ss~. not all such data are included in SS’S records. SSSA’S fir+ 
study showed that for employers who said that the data were sent to 
IFS, only 40 percent of the data were recorded by ~SL SS\ could not 
determine whether the original earnings reports were received from IR5 
or. if received, what happened to them. 

In April 1986, we visited IRS’S Philadelphia Service Center, 1 of IRS’S 10 
service centers where individuals and employers send their tax returns 
to determine if employers were erroneously sending 1985 earnings 
reports to IRS instead of .%A. We found that 16,256 employers had erro- 
neously sent this service center 16,825 earnings reports, totalling more 
than $800 million. Although the data sent were mostly for 1985. we 
noted from IRS records that earnings reports for prior years, ranging 
from 1979 to 1984, were also erroneously sent to IIts. 

We compared employers who erroneously sent SSA data to IRS with the 
IRS-SSA listing for 1978-83 missing and discrepant reports. We found thal 
4,934 (30 percent) of these employers’ reports had been missing or dis- 
crepant in prior years. Further, 2,146 (about 13 percent) of these 
employers had more than 1 year of missing or discrepant earnings 
reports. 

SSA officials said that because the system requires more tracking and 
accounting, the possibility for error increases. Employers prepare and 
submit five separate reports (the four quarterly reports to IRS and the 
more detailed annual report to SSA) at different times. This increases the 
number of places an error can be introduced into the system. Further, 
the fact that the maximum earnings amount subject to Social Security 
taxation increases each year also introduces another possibility for 
error (if an employer does not recognize a change to the higher maxi- 
mum amount). In addition, an employer can change EXNS during the year 
because of a merger or consolidation. The employer could have reported 
to IRS some quarterly earnings under an EIN and the remaining quarterly 
earnings under a different EIN, but reported employees’ total earnings to 
SA under only one of the two EINS. Although the agencies are aware that 
these reporting problems occur, the agencies have not evaluated how 
tracking such EIN changes could reduce the reconciliation workload. 
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Chapter 4 
Causes of the Problem and Attempta 
at Resolution 

Causes Not Sufficiently In its first study of employers’ earnings reports, in which ,SLA attempted 
Identified by SSA Studies to contact 1,424 employers about missing or discrepant 1980 or 198 1 or 

both earnings, .%A recognized that certain questions needed further 
investigation including 

. why some W-2s apparently sent to SSA were not credited; 

. why some earnings reports originally listed as missing or discrepant 
were located at SSA (SSA said some were due to subsequent processing of 
IRS corrections, delinquent reports, SSA errors, and different EIM. but 
others were unexplainable); and 

l why EIK changes reported to IRS are not reflected in SSA’S records (mak- 
ing it difficult for SSA to determine whether it has processed a specific 
employer’s earnings report). 

In its second study of employers’ earnings reports, SSA attempted to con- 
tact 7.984 employers about missing or discrepant 1983 earnings; SSA also 
attempted to address the cause of the earnings reporting and recording 
problems. A summary of the causes for the 4,432 employers who 
responded is shown in table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: SSA’s List of Causes of 
Missing and Discrepant Earnings 
Reports Causes 

Employer 

Employers affected 
(in percent) 

Falled to enter correct Social Security earnings on W-2s 12 
Falled lo file any W-2s 10 
Used dlfferent EIN for W-2s than for tax returns 10 
Omitted some W-2s 3 
Completed W.2s and allegedly sent them to incorrect office 
SSA 

1 

Keying or scanning error plcked up the wrong amount of 
Social Security earnings 4 

Keying or scanning error plcked up wrong EIN 
OtheP 
IRS enoe 

P 
1 

1 

Othe+ 23 
Unknown 35 
Total 100 

“Less lhan 0 5 percent 

“Data gathered by SSA for employers do not dlstlngwsh or specify tne type of error Ihal consr~tules the 
category shown 
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Clupter 4 
CAUMA of the Prddem and Attempts 
At Resolution 

The data in table 4.1 show that 60 percent of the causes of missing and 
discrepant earnings reports were not attributable to a specific reason. 

During its study of missing and discrepant earnings reports, SSA gath- 
ered cost data to measure the effectiveness of resolving employers’ 
earnings reports by mail. SSA found 

“The total direct cost for the study (not including cost of material and mailing) was 
$119,943, for an average cost of $27 per employer who responded to our request fol 
information. We were able to resolve about $2.600 for each dollar of direct cost of 
the study, and will be able to post about $1,000 in additional wages for each dollar 
of direct cost incurred. This also means a proper credit of % 134 in [Social Security] 
taxes (1983 ratesj to the trust funds for each dollar of direct cost.” 

Internal Controls Over In 1982, the HHS Office of Inspector General identified internal control 
SSA’s Earnings Recording weaknesses in SSA’S earnings data processing. These weaknesses have 

System Are Weak not been corrected, and SA’S 1984, 1985. and 1986 internal control 
assessments’ stated that controls over the system that maintains eam- 
ings records appear inadequate to ensure that individuals’ earnings are 
completely accurate. SSA had planned to redesign its earnings system to 
correct system weaknesses. The planned redesign, however, was can- 
celed in December 1985 because SSA decided that higher-than-antici- 
pated costs and improvements already made rendered the proposed 
change no longer cost-effective. 

SSA has made improvements to the system and, at present, is planning 
additional changes to correct some problems; however, these improve- 
ments will not eliminate the need for reconciliation or resolve all 
employer reporting differences. SSA improvements to the system include 
increased computer capacity and improved file accessibility, which 
reduced the processing time for earnings reports-from 39 months for 
1978 reports to 7 months for 1985 reports. SSA’S planned changes 
include establishment of an employer reporting file that will list employ- 
ers who reported the previous year and are expected to file a report for 
the current year. If such a report is not received, SSA will be alerted to 
act. This will enable SSA to identify potentially missing reports more , 
than a year earlier than currently, and result in an immediate inquiry tb 

!‘phe Federal Managers’ Financial tntegnty Act of 1982 (Public Law 97-255) requires annual agency 
assessments and reports on internal control systems. SSA’s assessments. however, did not discuss the 
lack of reconciliation of IRS and .%A data on employer reported earnings information This unportanr 
control mechanism has been nussing from SsA’s eammgs record system operanon since 1978. It IS tht 
type of control weakness that should be identified and reported in SSA’s annual mtemal control 
assessments. 
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affected employers. This change. scheduled for implementation in Octo- 
ber 1987, would not reduce the need for reconciliation. but would give 
s.s.4 early indications of potentially missing reports and allow earlier 
employer contact and resolution of earnings reporting problems. How- 
ever. the change would not address the causes of the discrepant reports 
currently identified by IRS. 

SSA and IRS Have Not Although SSA and IRS have separate missions, they share the use of some 

Worked Well Together vita1 earnings and tax information basic to their distinct missions. ss.4 is 
concerned about the proper crediting of earnings to individuals’ 
accounts, and IRS is concerned about the proper payment of taxes on 
reported earnings. Employers report earnings and tax information to 
these agencies at different times for different purposes. % and IRS rely 
on each other to share data that were reported to each agency. Both 
agencies explicitly recognize their dependence on each other by enumer- 
ating, in an interagency agreement, the services that each will contrib- 
ute to help the other. 

SSA Relied on IRS to 
Complete Reconciliation 

Although IRS initially agreed to accept responsibility for the reconcilia- 
tion of employers’ earnings reports, it has not completed reconciliation 
for any year since 1978. As a result, some employees’ earnings data 
associated with these employers’ reports and which SSA needs to deter- 
mine benefits are inaccurate or incomplete. 

The IRS-SSA interagency agreement implementing annual wage reporting 
was authorized by Public Law 94-202. The major responsibilities 
assigned to each agency included the following: 

l SSA would receive from each employer all employees’ wage statements 
(W-2s) and a summary of employees’ earnings (W-3). s% would recon- 
cile W-2s with W-3s and provide IRS these documents on magnetic tape. 
SSA would also furnish the reported and processed total of all money 
amounts for these documents. 

l IRS would identify differences between the total wages each employer 
reported to SSA and the total annual wages the employer reported to IRS 
in its quarterly reports. IRS would then reconcile differences between 
IRS’S and SSA’S records. This included corresponding with employers to 
verify the correct amount. 

IRS says that it reconciles as many reports as it can in each year before 
moving on to the following year’s work. Considering its limited 
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resources, IRS emphasized reconciling those reports that had potential 
tax liability, an emphasis consistent with IRS’S mission of assessing and 
collecting taxes due. Because the reconciliation workload was much 
larger than expected, IRS notified S,U. in July 1980, that it would not 
completely reconcile the 1978 workload and subsequently proposed a 
modification to the interagency agreement. This modification limited 
IRS’s reconciliation effort, saying that its workload would be “Subject to 
normal budgetary constraints and resource restrictions imposed . .” II 
addition, this modification provided that IRS would give ss.4 tapes of 
unreconciled reports as of December 31 of the second year following the 
tax year in which wage documents were processed. so agreed to the 
modification in April 1981, but it did not agree to reconcile IRS’S unrec- 
onciled reports. However, m’s agreeing to accept the tapes indicates 
that so had reason to know IRS would not complete the reconciliation 
each year. Although IRS notified SSA that a sizable portion of the reports 
would not be reconciled, %-continuing to maintain that IRS should 
resolve the unreconciled workload-stored the tapes IRS sent each year. 

For years SSA continued to maintain that the reconciliation was IRS’S 
responsibility, and did little more than study the problem. IRS did not 
believe loo-percent reconciliation was required by law or by agreement. 
SSA believed that IRS should do a complete reconciliation because it was 
vital to w’s mission. SSA reasoned that since it performed complete ser- 
vices for IRS, such as recording and providing W-BP (Statement for 
Recipients of Annuities, Pensions, Retired Pay, or IRA Payments) data 
that were primarily for tax purposes with little or indirect benefit to ss.4 
IRS should do a complete reconciliation of the data SSA needed. However. 
.%A seemed to disregard IRS’S contention that it would not be able to help 
%A further, even after IRS began sending .%A the computer tapes of the 
unfinished reconciliation workload. Although IRS planned to reconcile 
100 percent of the 1978 reports, SSA records show nearly 580.000 miss- 
ing or discrepant reports and a difference of $3.8 billion in recorded 
earnings for that year. IRS’S planned reconciliation efforts for tax years 
1979-83 ranged from 20 to 50 percent of reports needing to be resolved. 

Another important aspect of the reconciliation issue is that IRS has legal 
enforcement authority concerning the submission of employers’ earning! 
reports. Under its legal authority, IRS can impose penalties on nonre- 
porters and late reporters. As a result, ssx was concerned about corre- 
sponding with employers and requesting earnings information since it 
had no enforcement authority. Without enforcement authority, %.A relic: 
on voluntary employer reporting and cannot invoke any penalty for 
delinquent reporting. SSA officials told us that because ( 1) the agreement 
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made IRS responsible for reconciling employers’ reports and (2) ssr\ did 
not have enforcement authority, ssx was, until December 1985. unwill- 
ing to reconcile differences in these reports. 

SSA Had Previous Self-employed individuals report their earnings and pay their taxes. 
Experience With IRS’s Not including Social Security taxes, to IRS; it shares the reported self-employ- 
Providing Records ment earnings data with s& so that these individuals receive the proper 

Necessary to Credit credit for their earnings in their Social Security accounts. ss~ must rell 

Earnings on IRS to provide these data because there is now no other way for ssx to 
obtain the data so that it can credit these individuals’ earnings. 

In 1985, we reported that 

“The agencies’ present methods for processing self-employment records do not 
ensure that all self-employed persons who have reportable earnings receive credit 
for them. We estimate that for returns processed in 1980. IRS did not provide SS.4 
with information on about 2.600 tax returns with earnings totaling $30.5 million 
and SSA never processed an estimated 65,900 tax returns with earnings’totaling 
about 6237.5 mlllion.“2 

In August 1983 we first told SSA officials about this crediting problem. 
To correct its records sz~~ needs self-employed individuals’ 1979 earnings 
and identification data from IRS for over 68,000 tax returns involved. In 
our review, we recommended that IRS provide SF% the data it needed. and 
IRS stated it would review the problem during meetings with SS,L 

SSA and IRS met on December 12, 1985, and again on March 21, 1986, to 
review the status of the corrective action we sought. At the March meet- 
ing, IRS agreed to provide the self-employment data in December 1986. 
However, an IRS official said subsequent staffing reductions required IRS 
to postpone delivery of the data until June 1987. 

On March 25, 1987, IRS told us it had to revise the delivery date again: 

“When the original meetings were held approximately two years ago, personnel 
were available fo provide the support for a project of this magnitude. At the present 
time, the resources available to do this type of work are committed through late 
1987. In addition, due to tax law changes to be implemented in 1988, we are expect- 
ing substantial changes to the reports we presently produce, as well as the need for 
new ones. Therefore, the earliest we could commit to this work would be sometime 

‘IRS and S&4 Can lmprove the Verification and Recordmg of Data Provtded by Self-Employed Ta..- 
payen 2 I (GAO&GIN36 - , May 28. 1985). 
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after we have completed the updates to our 1988 reports, probably sometime in latt 
1988.” 

As a result, s% will not be able to (1) act on [B-furnished data for these 
1979 self-employment earnings and (2) make necessary corrections to 
the accounts and benefit records of affected individuals until late 1988. 
if then. (See p. 22 for a discussion of the actual effect of these 
uncredited earnings on individuals receiving benefits and app. VI for the 
potential monthly benefit effects for survivors of-the self-employed.) 

No SSA Action Despite In addition to its insistence that IRS reconcile all employers’ reports, ss.-\ 

IRS’s 
Nonreconciliation 

did not take action to resolve the reports on the computer tapes IRS fur- 
nished, primarily because of internal conflicts concerning resources and 
organizational responsibility. Changes in leadership and the absence of 
financial management focal point contributed to the problem. 

.%A had been told to resolve unreconciled employers’ reports as early as 
1982. Specifically, in a July 1982 report,” the HHS Office of Inspector 
General addressed itself to the IRS-SSA reconciliation workload for 1978. 
The inspector general recommended that ss~ expedite its review of the 
1978 unreconciled employers’ reports. so responded that “. . priority 
attention will be directed toward appropriate resolution of these cases.” 
However, as of October 1986, SSA had attempted to reconcile only 83.iOi 
of the 580?000 unreconciled 1978 reports. 

SSA recognized the overall magnitude of the reconciliation workload and 
the resource requirements implicit in correcting hundreds of thousands 
of earnings reports. A July 1984 memorandum from the deputy con-unis 
sioner, Programs and Policy, to other s% deputy commissioners stated: 

“I am very much concerned that IRS records show SSA has failed to properly credit 
about 500.000 wage reports every year since we went to annual wage reporting in 
1978. As most of these reports are for wage amounts under % 10.000. our failure to 
post these earnings correctly adversely affects those most in need of Social Securit! 
program coverage. Every year, this backlog of discrepant reports grows by another 
500,000. This is in addition to the yearly increase in SSA’s 980 billion suspense 
files.4 Moreover, the longer we delay in trying co correct our records. the less likely 
it is we will be able to do so. Already. many of these wage reports are so old that 

3.~ual Wage Reporting Process. Office of Inspector General. Department of Health and Human Ser 
vices, (July 30, 1982). 

‘As noted on pages 10-I 1, the suspense files had grown to $100.5 bLLlion ($94 blllion m wages and 
16.5 billion in self-employment eamings) as of &ober 1986. 
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records showmg whose earnings they are may be impossible or very difficult to 
find. And the longer we wait to reconcile these reports, the more adverse reaction 
we can expect from the public and employers. 

“I am concerned about the resource requirements implicit in an effort by SSA to 
correct hundreds of thousands of wage reports. Yet. I can think of few other areas 
where a failure by SSA to take action could jeopardize the public’s confidence in our 
administration of the Social Security program. The public must be assured that the 
work credits they have paid for are being accurately recorded on their earnings 
records.” 

One reason for W’S inaction was that different organizational compo- 
nents had different perspectives that worked against a united, coordi- 
nated approach to solving the problem. Two key ss~ components had a 
direct interest in, but different responsibilities for, the reconciliation 
workload: Systems (responsible for processing the computerized infor- 
mation) and Operations (responsible for contacting employers to resolve 
the details behind the missing and discrepant reports and processing the 
employers’ reports). Although these organizational components debated 
the mechanics of addressing the reconciliation workload, the obstacle to 
resolution was the additional resources that would be needed. The com- 
ponents could reach agreement on the work required. but did not have 
the resources to carry out the required work. Systems expected Opera- 
tions to somehow fit this additional unprogrammed work into its 
existing workload without additional resources-and Operations 
refused. The acting associate commissioner for central operations 
expressed the problem in an April 1985 memorandum to the associate 
commissioner for systems requirements: 

“I was quite surprised to receive your subject memorandum which implies with cer- 
tainty that the 1RS:SSA reconciliation will definitely proceed after you have com- 
pleted your plans and procedures. As we have discussed on numerous occasions, 
this is an unbudgeted workload estimated as requiring from 158 to 750 workyears 
depending upon the degree of systems enhancements. Since we have no [full-time 
equivalents] to complete this workload and since we recently took a substantial cut 
in our budgeted overtlme for this year, I would suggest that you devote your 
resources toward initiatives we may be able to complete this year.” 

Further, this dilemma could not be easily resolved by ss~‘s top manage- 
ment because, at the time of conflict, a deputy commissioner repre- 
sented each of the components, so all viewpoints had strong support. 
Another balancing force against ss~‘s resolution was the interagency 
agreement itself, which generated internal SSA pressure to insist that IRS 
do what it had agreed to do. The 6-year reduction by 17,000 staff that 
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ss~ announced in December 1985 created additional pressures for ss.4 tc 
refrain from committing resources to address the problem. 

Despite a realization by ss~ and IRS staff at the operational levels that 
the unreconciled workload continued to grow, top management took no 
action to resolve the disagreement with IRS or initiate action on its own. 
Why did ss~‘s inaction continue for so long, especially in light of its 
awareness of the effect unreconciled cases could have on individuals 
and beneficiaries’? 

As indicated in our March 1987 report on ,SSA management,’ we believe 
several fundamental management shortcomings underlie SSA’S 
nonresponsiveness. First, frequent changes in leadership tended to caub 
changes in priorities and complicate efforts to correct longstanding 
problems. (Since 1978, %A has had seven different commissioners or ac 
ing commissioners.) Second, ?&A’S organizational structure diffuses 
accountability, creating an environment that is not conducive to system 
atically addressing program-related problems; ssx’s structure also lackt 
a high-level focal point for financial management, which hindered prog 
ress in resolving the reconciliation problem. SSA’S establishment of a 
chief financial officer position in 1987 should contribute to remedying 
problems such as the unreconciled workloads. Such an officer is needed 
to work with program directors and high-level IRS officials so that prob- 
lems can be addressed within the context of responsible financial man- 
agement and the best interests of beneficiaries and individuals. Finally. 
SSA did not have an effective decision-making process to ensure that 
important problems, such as the unreconciled workload, would surface 
and be addressed at the commissioner level. 

SSA Is Now 
Reconciling Some 
Employers’ Reports 
but Has No Plans to 
Reconcile Others 

W’S November 1985 study of 8,000 employers who seemed to have not 
reported or underreported 1983 earnings showed the value of contactir 
employers to resolve differences. The results of the employer contacts 
are summarized in table 4.2. 

%oc~al Security Admimstration: Stable kgdership and Better Management Needed toymprove Et’l’t 
tivenes ~GXO:HED-87-39. Mar. 18. 1987). 
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Table 4.2: Results of Employer Contacts . . 

Dollars in millions 

AdditIonal waaes recorded in lndlvlduals records 
Wages Employers 
$121 6 2.629 

Wages ldenttfled as having been previously recorded by SSA 
In Indlvlduals’ records and reconciled with IRS’s records 

Wages not reconciled (employers did not respond) 
Total 

1929 1 803 
603 7 3 552 

$918.2 7,984 

In commenting on the mailing of inquiries to employers, ~4 said: 

“The early returns show that mail contacts with employers in the pilot study gener- 
ate significant postings of wages that would not otherwise have t.*:en posted and 
produce information enabling SSA to reconcile a significant portlon of the IRS~SSX 
discrepancies. 

. . it appears that mailings to both categories of employers [namely] those whose 
wage reports were missing and those who underreported wages, will probably prove 
to be cost effective.” 

In December 1985, the acting commissioner of Social Security decided 
that the entire reconciliation workload needed to be resolved, and 
directed that a plan be developed to do so. In response, ss.4 developed a 
plan for resolving 1983 employers’ reports of missing and discrepant 
earnings. While contacting employers about 1983’s reporting problems, 
SSA also planned to resolve any missing or discrepant reports that 
employers had during 1978-82. The three-phased plan that ss.4 devel- 
oped would address, by the end of 1987, about 1 million of the 3.5 mil- 
lion backlog of 1978 to 1983 unreconciled reports. Employers’ responses 
to m’s inquiries are? on average, about 50 percent. and I%%, which has 
no enforcement authority, has no plans to deal with nonresponders. 

s% also decided ( 1) that about 100,000 employers’ earnings reports 
could be corrected internally without contacting employers by checking 
those that show employers paid Social Security taxes but did not have 
related Social Security earnings amounts on the reports and (2) to apply 
tolerances (amounts of earnings differences m considers too small to 
investigate) so that 723,000 reports would not require contacting 
employers. ss.4 does not have a plan to address tlie remaining 1.7 million 
employers’ reports from 1978 to 1982. nor does it have a plan to resolve 
about 1 million missing and discrepant reports that IRS either subse- 
quently identified in 1986 (representing 1984) or will identify in 1987 
(representing 1985). 
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Backlog and Future SA’S strategy for choosing 1983 as its reconciliation starting point was 
Workloads Not Completely relatively straightforward: first phase, check the employers’ reports 

Addressed that were most current. SSA reasoned that these employers were more 
likely to still be in business, be easily located, and have records availa- 
ble. This phase, essentially completed in late 1986, concentrated on rec- 
onciling 1983 missing reports for 204,558 employers with no prior 
history of reporting problems; included also were 83,703 employers wit 
the highest ss,+IRS earnings reports differences for 1978. The second 
phase, begun in October 1986, includes about 67O;OOO employers who 
had missing or discrepant reports in 1983 and in at least 1 other year. 
The final phase is scheduled to begin in October 1987, and will cover 
about 75,000 employers with discrepant reports for 1983 only. 

SSA expects that the unreconciled workload for the next 2 years will be 
similar to that in the 1978-83 period. Thus, the workload that SSA hopes 
to eliminate will be replaced by a similar workload; consequently, SSA 
will have made little progress in reducing the backlog. 

We previously reported that SSA 

“estimates that it may take as many as 2.500 work-years to correct the discrepan- 
cies for the years 1978-83 alone. Additional errors have likely occurred in 1984 and 
1985 and will continue to occur unless SSA identifies and corrects the cause of the 
differences. SSA has budgeted a total of only 860 work-years in fiscal years 1986-M 
to begin efforts to reconcile about I million of the 3.5 million employer reports and 
will have to budget additional work-years in the future if the reconciliation is to be 
completed.“” 

Tolerances Affect Low- 
Income Workers Most 

SSA has adopted tolerances for the missing and discrepant reports for 
which no employer contact or reconciliation effort will be attempted. 
For missing reports, the tolerance will be an amount that is less than the 
dollar amount needed by an individual for one quarter of coverage (e.g., 
$250 in 1978). For 1978 and later discrepant reports. the tolerance will 
be an amount less than a $1,785 difference between the amounts 
reported to IRS and SA. SSA officials studying the effects of tolerances 
did not consider the inconsistency in using different amounts for missin; 
and discrepant reports. By applying these tolerances, SSA will exclude ‘. 
722.908 employers’ reports, including 70.421 missing and 652,487 dis- 
crepant reports. 

‘Stable Leadership and Better Management Needed tGAO:HRD87-391. 
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ss~ has studied the effect of applying the $1,785 tolerance amount to 
employers’ reports it receives by comparing W-3 amounts with W-2 
amounts. SSA found that quarters of coverage, which affect eligibility. 
could be lost through the application of a $1,785 tolerance. S.A also 
examined the relationship between W-3 errors and W-2 errors to assess 
the maximum effect on individuals. If a discrepancy of $1 .i85 involved 
only one individual’s earnings, the effect on monthly benefits would be 
about $9 less a month for an individual earning less than $12,000 a year 
and about $3 less a month for an individual earning more than $12.006 a 
year. Of sampled W-3s that did not match the W-2 totals, SSA found that 

l 56 percent did not affect any W-2, 
l 29 percent affected one W-2, 
. 9 percent affected two W-2s 
l 3 percent affected three W-2s and 
. 2 percent affected four or more W-2s. 

Further, .SSA indicated that the employers’ earnings reports most 
affected by tolerances are likely to represent earnings for low-earning 
individuals, such as household or migrant workers. The application of 
dollar tolerances proportionately affects the benefits of the lowest paid 
individuals to a greater degree than other individuals. 

SSA Has No Plans for 
Addressing Employers 
Unable or Unwilling to 
Respond 

SSA has not decided how to address employers who cannot or will not 
respond to SSA’S request for information about earnings reports. Some 
employees may never receive the proper credit for their earnings 
because of (1) employers’ not retaining earnings records, (2) employer 
dissolution, or (3) the inability of SSA or IRS or both to locate the 
employer. During its study of 1,424 employers with 1980 or 1981 or 
both unreconciled earnings reports and 7,984 employers with 1983 
unreconciled earnings reports, SSA did not receive a response from 62 
percent of the 1.424 and from 45 percent of the 7,984. Similarly, ss.4 did 
not receive responses from 48.6 percent of the 204,558 employers with 
unreconciled 1983 reports and from 58.7 percent of the 83,703 employ- 
ers with unreconciled 1978 reports. 

As the backlogged reports become older, it is more likely that employers 
will not be able to respond because the records are no longer available. 
SSA’S study of 1,424 sampled employers asked how long employee 
records were retained. Of the 244 employers (17 percent) responding to 
this question, 150 (61 percent) said they retain their records i years or 
less. IRS requires employers to keep employment tax records for at least 
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4 years after the date the tax becomes due or is paid, whichever is later 
This suggests that employers’ records of employees’ earnings from the 
earliest years of annual wage reporting may not be available even if ss.4 
is successful in locating and contacting the employers. The responses of 
the 244 employers are summarized in table 4.3. 

Table 4.3: Years Employers Retained 
Earnings Records Years records retained Employers (in percen 

3 e 
4 J 

5 It 
6 c. 

7 2c 

8 1 

10 1 I 

11 to 15 2 

16 to20 2 

21 to25 0 

lndefinttely 

Total 
13 

100. 

‘Based on thew responses. these employers may not be retalntng mew employment recoras as long as 
IRS requwes 

DTotal does not add due to roundrng 

SSA has no plans to alert affected employers to the need to save employ- 
ees’ earnings records, which could be discarded because of the expira- 
tion of the record retention period specified by IRS. The number of years 
that employers retain earnings records affects whether SSA will be able 
to obtain missing W-2 data for reconciliation. SA data from employers 
who responded to SA’S question about records retention show that 
about 30 percent of employers said they retained employees’ records for 
7 years; about 32 percent said they retained records less than 7 years: 
and about 38 percent said they retained records more than i years. 

In addition, .%A has no enforcement authority; however, the law pro- 
vides IRS with enforcement authority. Therefore, SSA must either depend 
on the employer to voluntarily provide the data or depend on IRS to 
enforce employer reporting requirements. If the employer chooses not tc 
respond, SA has no direct leverage to require a response, and some 
employers have refused to cooperate. 
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Conclusions For the great majority of workers, the dual reporting system-which 
requires employers to report employees’ earnings to ssx and Is--has 
resulted in employee earnings being properly credited to their Social 
Security accounts. Differences in amounts employers report to each 
agency, however, have not been quickly resolved, resulting in backlogs 
of unreconciled cases. For the years 197884, ss~ credited $58.5 billion 
less in earnings than employers reported to IRS. Although the number of 
workers affected is not known, we estimate that this backlog of unrec- 
onciled differences could affect about 9.7 million workers. To some of 
these workers who are already beneficiaries, the uncredited earnings 
mean they are receiving less in benefits than they are entitled to. 

so is responsible for ensuring that beneficiaries receive proper credit 
for their earnings. I\lthough .%A agreed to rely on IRS to resolve differ- 
ences in earnings reported by employers, s% was slow to respond when 
subsequent events showed that IRS could not completely fulfill that 
responsibility. Among the causes were (1) SSA’S insistence for some time 
that IRS comply with the original agreement and, alone, resolve all dif- 
ferences; (2) SSA’S organizational structure, which diffuses responsibility 
for program-related matters and lacked a financial management focal 
point and perspective; and (3) more recently, the pressures of accom- 
plishing an overall agency staff reduction. 

Because SSA and IRS have different missions, it is natural that they will 
have different perspectives and priorities concerning work that they do 
for each other. We can understand that from IRS’S perspective. recon- 
ciling all employers’ earnings reports would not be a high priority when 
resources are limited and there are other more urgent demands. Kever- 
theless, we are concerned that there are several million individuals and 
beneficiaries who have paid their Social Security taxes but who do not 
have the assurance that their earnings have been credited. The govern- 
ment has a responsibility to do the best it can to ensure these individuals 
get what they are entitled to. Thus far, it has not. Although certain 
aspects of crediting earnings are currently a responsibility shared by ins 
and s%, we believe that safeguarding the interests of current and future 
beneficiaries is primarily W’S responsibility. Nevertheless, IRS should 
reassess its decision to further delay providing ss.4 the data it needs to 
correct certain self-employed individuals’ earnings records-some of 
whom have been receiving less in benefits than they are entitled to. 

%A needs to do a better job of exercising leadership and initiating man- 
agement initiatives to resolve current backlogs of unreconciled earnings 
reports. A focal point, such as the newly appointed chief financial 
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officer, is needed to work closely with the program directors and IRS. 
More needs to be done to determine (1) the best way to resolve current 
backlogs in the most efficient manner and (2) the resources that will be 
required. Criteria for deciding not to resolve certain cases need to be 
reevaluated considering the potential impact on low-income individuals 
Affected employers who might discard earnings records over 4 years 01, 
need to be contacted. The need for additional authority to require 
employers to cooperate in resolving differences must be examined. 

The requirement that employers report to both agencies at different 
times and in different formats may present a formidable challenge that 
could always result in a considerable workload to resolve differences. 
One obvious way to eliminate such workloads would be to have emplo>.- 
ers report to just one agency. However. we believe such an action would 
be premature because the dual reporting process serves an important 
internal control function. It provides the government with a mechanism 
to check on the accuracy of earnings reporting and thereby serves the 
best interests of beneficiaries, those still working, and the government. 
Thus the costs and benefits of this control cannot be adequately deter- 
mined until the causes of earnings differences are better understood ant 
decisions on how to better prevent and reduce their occurrence can be 
considered. Other alternatives to help ensure the accuracy of earnings 
reporting, such as providing individuals with annual statements of their 
earnings, as recorded by SSA, could also be explored. 

The current backlog of unreconciled reports dates back to 1978. and dif- 
ferences will continue to occur each year. We believe that firm action is 
needed to reconcile the current workload and minimize future occur- 
rences. Based on past experience, it may be unlikely that s.% and IRS. 
without any additional incentives, will be able to agree to a joint 
approach that will result in a timely reconciliation best serving the 
interests of all affected individuals and beneficiaries. We believe that 
the heads of both agencies should be required to develop and present, as 
soon as possible, a plan of action for key congressional committees that 
have oversight and resource responsibilities for these agencies. This 
plan should stipulate the framework for joint agency resolution of 
unreconciled employers’ reports, including specifying when the currem 
workload will be completed, the additional resources required, and what 
will not get done with the resources currently allocated. 

Finally, SSA must decide how and when it will comply with the legal 
requirement to certify the earnings in its records. A legislative change 
that would enable Social Security’s trust funds to retain tax revenues it 
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receives. based on what employers report to IRS for tax purposes, may 
be warranted. 

Because .%A and IRS have been unable to jointly develop a plan to ensure Matters for 
Consideration of the 
Congress 

that all differences in earnings reported by employers are reconciled in a 
timely manner, the Congress should consider requiring the agencies to 
submit a plan of action to the congressional committees that have over- 
sight and resource responsibilities for these agenciessuch a plan should 
specify a time-phased schedule for eliminating the backlog and resolving 
new discrepancies and any additional resources that will be required. 

To provide an incentive for more timely completion of earnings reports 
reconciliation, the Congress should consider amending section 201(,a) of 
the Social Security Act to specify a time limit, such as the employer 
earnings record retention period specified by IRS, for the Secretary of 
HHS to certify earnings. If the Congress chooses not to specify a time 
limit for certifying earnings, it should consider whether (1) ZA should 
be required to relinquish trust fund money to general revenue funds for 
those earnings amounts that employers have reported to IRS, but which 
.%A has not recorded in its earnings system or (2) the trust funds should 
be permitted to retain revenues based on rRs-recorded employers’ eam- 
ings reports. 

Recommendations We recommend that the Secretaries of HHS and the Treasury direct the 
Commissioners of Social Security and Internal Revenue to work together 
to 

l revise the .%A-IRS interagency agreement to specify what will’be recon- 
ciled and who will perform and complete the reconciliation; 

l develop and pursue a strategy for examining the backlogged and newer 
cases that emphasizes contacting employers (1) who have multiple years 
of earnings differences and (2) for whom the LRS record retention period 
(4 years) has already lapsed or will soon lapse; 

l develop and submit a plan of action, before submitting their fiscal year 
1989 budget requests. to the congressional committees that have over- 
sight and resource responsibilities for these agencies, specifying ( 1) a 
time-phased schedule for eliminating the backlog and resolving new dis- 
crepancies and (2) any additional resources that will be required; and 

l determine the major causes that result in FAA’S and IRS’S recording differ- 
ent earnings totals, and take corrective action to prevent their occur- 
rence or reduce their frequency. 
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We recommend that the Secretary of HHS direct the Commissioner of 
Social Security to 

l require that the chief financial officer seme as the focal point for ensu 
ing that earnings are certified, as required by law; internal controls for 
the earnings recording system are adequate; and intra-organizational 
conflicts that hinder reconciliation of earnings reports are resolved: 

l assess the actual effect of IRS-S% reconciliation tolerances on individu- 
als’ eligibility and benefits to determine the equity and reasonableness 
of the tolerances, adopting tolerances-if appropriate-based on this - 
assessment; 

. immediately alert employers for whom a and IRS have recorded diffe 
ent earnings totals for each year from 1978-82, asking them to retain 
their employees’ earnings records for the year or years that s% and [R> 
records indicate are missing or discrepant (thus minimizing the possibl 
loss of data); and 

. gather data on employers’ unwillingness to respond to requests for ver 
ification of employees’ prior years’ earnings and determine whether 
enforcement authority for SSA is warranted, considering IRS'S ability to 
provide enforcement assistance. 

We recommend that the Secretary of the Treasury direct the Commis- 
sioner of Internal Revenue to 

. reassess the decision to further delay providing data to m for the 197 
earnings of self-employed individuals, which SSA needs to ensure the 
accuracy of benefit payments. 

Agency Comments and HHS and IRS generally agreed with the report’s recommendations and 

Our Evaluation said they would work together to develop a plan to address the matter: 
discussed in the report. (See apps. I and II.) 

HHS Comments HHS said it concurred with the thrust of the report and that SSA had 
already initiated efforts to explore the causes of problems and negotial 
needed changes with IRS. HHS said it hoped to modify the IRS-S% agree: 
ment to (1) clarify responsibilities and (2) define the commitment of 
resources to the reconciliation process. HHS also said that SSA will look 
into all issues raised by the report, develop a plan of action, and repon 
back to us. 
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HHS also provided its views on the annual wage reporting system and the 
retention of trust fund money. HHS described how the switch to com- 
bined annual wage reporting in 1978 had positively affected employers 
and IRS. but said the switch had done little to enhance S’S ability to 
maintain accurate earnings records because it 

created large backlogs of unreconciled earnings data. 
did not give SA enforcement power over employers who fail to report. 
caused delays in posting earnings data, 
increased the volume of paper SSA had to process, and 
hampered SSA efforts to correct earnings records because of the time it 
takes IRS to provide a tape of unreconciled cases. 

HHS said that among the solutions it will explore will be encouraging 
employer reconciliation of the differences in earnings reported to IRS and 
%A. HHS said that any internal control benefits derived from annual 
wage reporting are secondary in that they were not the reasons behind 
the legislative change to annual wage reporting. 

Concerning SA’S retention of certain trust fund money, we said in our 
draft report that retention of tax revenues of $4.7 billion for individu- 
als’ earnings of $37 billion recorded by IRS but not SSA, as of June 1986, 
was questionable. SSA responded that it was currently entitled to such 
revenues, based on interim transfers, until a certification of earnings 
records is made. SSA did not say when it would make such a certification. 

We agree that the retention of funds based on interim transfers is appro- 
priate until SSA certifies the earnings it has recorded. However, because 
certification after a reasonable period is required and adjustments can 
be made later, we question SA’S unwillingness to certify what it has 
recorded, retain only the taxes on such earnings, and then make periodic 
subsequent adjustments if it records additional earnings later. 

In our opinion, a reasonable period of time has been exceeded for certi- 
fying earnings for the years 1978-82. years for which employers are no 
longer required to maintain records necessary to reconcile differences in 
IRS-SSA records. If certification is required after 4 years? about $2.8 bil- 

’ lion for the years 1978-82 would have to be returned to Treasury, based 
on what ss~ had recorded as of March 1987. 
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IRS Comments IRS said that it would support S&A’s initiatives to reconcile the earning: 
reports to the extent that such is the intent of the Congress and suffi- 
cient resources are provided. IRS did not specify what additional 
resources would be needed, and said it did not believe the Congress 
intended that the responsibility for ensuring the accuracy of individu 
earnings records maintained by ss and the proper crediting of the 
Social Security trust funds was to rest with IRS. Rather, the shared 
responsibility for reconciling missing and discrepant earnings reports 
was intended to provide each agency with the information it requires 
IRS said that it would work with .%A to develop and submit a plan by 
December 3 1, 1987, to appropriate congressional committees specifyi] 
a time-phased schedule for eliminating the backlog, resolving new dis 
crepancies. and providing any additional resources that would be 
required. 

In its July 21, 1987, comments on a draft of this report, HHS indicated 
such a goal was attainable in 3 months. We believe IRS should work U’I 
SSA to complete the plan by then. 

Concerning our recommendation that IRS reassess its decision to delay 
providing SA needed data for certain self-employed individuals in 19: 
IRS said it would look at the feasibility of doing this before late 1988, t 
said that its computer resources would be concentrated on implement, 
changes required by the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Until IRS provides tl 
data to .%A, those affected individuals who paid their Social Security 
taxes in 1979 (and who are now receiving less than they are entitled t 
will continue to be shortchanged an estimated average of $8 monthly 
and $434 cumulatively (based on our measurement in August 1985). i 
appears that without further direction from the Congress, IRS will mo: 
likely not provide the necessary resources to address this matter befo 
late 1988. 
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Comments From the Department of Health and 
Human Services 

fW?ARfMCNT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES omaofIntouiuGmru 

JUL 2 1 1987 

Mr. Richard L. Fogel 
AssIstant Comptroller General 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Fogel: 

The Secretary asked that I respond to your request for the 
Department's comments on your draft report, "More Must Be Done To 
Credit Earnings To Workers’ Accounts.” The enclosed comments 
represent the tentative position of the Department and are 
subject to reevaluation when the final version of this report is 
received. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this draft report 
before its publication. 

Sincerely yours, 
f 

3Jll 
I 

Lwvtr-cJ 

Richard P. Kueserow 
Inspector General 

Enclosure 
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Comments From the Department of Health 
and Hwnan Services 

COMMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
ON THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE DRAFT REPORT, "MORE MUST 
BE DONE TO CREDIT EARNINGS TO WORKERS' ACCOUNTS" 

General Comments 

The Social Security Administration (SSA) is acutely concerned 
about the growing number of unreconciled wage reports and the 
effects of these unreconciled wage data on individual earnings 
records and the trust funds. We concur with the thrust of the 
report that more must be done to resolve the annual wage 
reporting (AWR) problem. SSA has already initiated efforts to 
explore the causes of the problems in the reconciliation process 
and to negotiate needed changes with the Internal Revenue Service 
(IRS). Also, the Commissioner has directed the new Chief 
Financial Officer to be the focal point for the Agency's efforts 
to address these issues. His work has already begun. SSA will 
look into all issues raised in this report, develop a plan of 
action and report back to the General Accounting Office (GAO). 
We anticipate a 3-month time frame to complete our analysis, 
identify the necessary corrective action, and negotiate agreement 
with IRS. We are confident that these problems can be resolved. 
However, it is important to realize that the remedy does not 
rest with SSA alone. Responsibility for establishing an 
effective process for the reporting and recording of accurate 
wage data is shared statutorily with IRS, and both agencies 
benefit from the process. We believe that this GAO report will 
serve as a positive stimulus towards interagency cooperation and 
resolution of these problems. 

Effectiveness of AWR as an Internal Control 

GAO describes the current AWR system as a "...formidable 
challenge that will always result in a considerable workload of 
differences" and asserts that the dual reporting process is 
useful as an inrernal control to assure accurate wage reporting. 
We do not believe that the process should be viewed in that 
context. We are not aware of any internal control or accuracy 
issues that caused the need for the split in responsibility in 
1976. In the instant case, we do not believe that the split 
responsibility adds to the accuracy of the data or facilitates 
the effectiveness, or potential effectiveness, of the process. 
in fhis case,'due to-the split in responsibility for the process, 
the matching of SSA and IRS data is not done as an internal 
control but rather as a means of making sense of different 
numbers over different times. Any internal control benefits are 
surely secondary and are not, and were not, the reasons behind 
the change to AWR. 

To reduce the tax reporting burden of the Nation's employers, 
Congress enacted Public Law 94-202 in January 1976. This law 
authorized the combined reporting of detailed Federal and 
Social Security tax information and employee wage data in one 

L J 
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consolidated report. Thus, instead of requiring each employer to 
file five reports per year for each employee, the new law 
permitted employers to report pertinent data for each employee 
only once a year. Reporting of quarterly aggregate wage data on 
Form 941 (Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return) is still 
required. 

AWR became effective beginning with wage reports for tax year 
1978 for private and Federal employees in the United States. The 
new law authorized SSA and IRS to enter into a cooperative agree- 
ment to implement the provisions of the law. By law, employers 
are required to submit wage and tax data for each employee to 
SSA by February 28 of the following year to satisfy the reporting 
requirements of both agencies. By agreement, SSA's responsibil- 
ities include: (1) balancing all Forms W-2 (Wage and Tax 
Statement) with Form W-3 (Transmittal of Income and Tax 
Statementsl; (21 funding for, and annually providing IRS with, a 
microfilm facsimile of all paper and magnetic media returns and 
documents received: and (3) providing IRS with magnetic tape 
files of all wage and tax data received. SSA also provides IRS 
with weekly updates of validated Social Security number and name 
data. By agreement, IRS is primarily responsible for the 
reconciliation of data reported annually to SSA and the aggregate 
wage data reported quarterly to IRS on form 941. This includes 
the responsibility for funding and associated costs. 

Who stood to benefit by the new system, and have these benefits 
been realized? Employers obviously benefited by reduced 
reporting requirements. However, there appears to be 
considerable confusion on the part of employers as to who gets 
the report, what to report, and when. SSA is faced with 
significant processing difficulties due to employer reporting 
errors and delinquent filers. IRS has benefited by increased tax 
enforcement capability through the information provided to it bv 
SSA. Under AWR, SSA converts wage data (plus pension data) and 
tax data to an electronic media format and provides it to IRS. 
This greatly enhances IRS' ability to identify and collect taxes 
due. 

The switch to AWR has done little to enhance SSA's ability to 
maintain accurate earcinss records.- To~the_con~rsry,_fhe_~ob -, 
has become more complicated. Large backlogs of unreconciled 
wage data were not part of SSA’s experience prior to AWR. As 
the GAO report acknowledges, SSA has no real enforcement power 
over employers who fail to report, or who report inaccurately. 
Penalty authority remains with IRS. SSA has incurred signifi- 
cant delays in posting wage data due to AWR. Most wage data 
are now sent to SSA the first quarter of the year following the 
close of the tax year (some reporting does, however, occur 
throughout that second year) rather than throughout the tax year 
as was the case under the quarterly system. The change to AWR 
inCredsed the volume of paper SSA had to process. This was 
due, in part, to the fact that annual wage reports permit only 
3 employee items to be reported by page, as compared to 44 items 
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Now on p 4 

Now on P 24 

Now on p 24 

Now on p 26 

3 

to each page in the former quarterly process. SSA has also been 
hampered in the correction of its earnings records because of 
the time it takes IRS to provide SSA with a tape of cases IRS 
has been unable to reconcile. IRS requires employers to keep 
copies of W-2s for 4 years: however, IRS does not usually send 
SSA a tape of unreconciled cases until approximately 3 years 
after receiving data from the employers. This is a fundamental 
problem in assuring the accuracy of earnings records under the 
current process, as employers may not keep records long enough 
to respond to questions arising from the AWR process. 

These conditions have added considerably to the complexity in 
effectively handling this workload. We believe that the AWR 
process should be assessed in light of today's environment, 
including the employers' improved capability for using automated 
processes for wage reporting. At a minimum, the goal should be 
to encourage employer reconciliation of annual individual wage 
data reported to SSA and quarterly aggregate wage data reported 
to IRS. SSA is committed to exploring these issues with the 
view of improving the effectiveness of the process and modifying 
the interagency agreement between IRS and SSA to assure clear 
delineation of responsibilities and to clarify the commitment of 
resources devoted to the reconciliation of wage data. 

Retention of Monies in Trust Funds 

We believe that the statements in the Executive Summary (top of 
page iv) and in the text of the report (paragraph 1 on page 20) 
regarding the lack of authority to retain tax monies of 
54.7 billion in the trust funds are not properly focused. We 
do not believe that SSA's actions conflict with section 201(a) 
of the Social Security Act so as to give rise to GAO's conclu- 
sion on page 20 that I... the legal authority for SSA retaining 
the tax money is queetionrble." Section 201(a) requires a 
monthly transfer from the general fund to the trust funds based 
on estimates of the Secretary of the Treasury. The statute 
expressly provides that adjustments will be made after the 
transfer reflecting amounts equivalent to the taxesposed 
under the Internal Revenue Code based on certification by the 
Secretary of Health and Human Services of the amount of wages 
end sa~:-emgPoj~~n~-ic~om~..~~ ta=:ig~~e..~;;.hisf~~r-.zecrtf8~- 
pursuant to section 201(a)(3) and (4). Until the Secretary of 
Health and Human Services makes the certification, the statute 
does not appear to provide for an adjustment of the 54.7 billion 
to the trust funds. Hence, we do not believe that a question as 
to the legality of the trust funds retaining that amount should 
be raised. 

On pages 22 and 23, GAO concludes that records of wages 
maintained in the Nondetailed Employer Report File (NERF) should 
not be used for certification purposes, because such records are 
not necessarily individual employee records. It appears that GAO 
arrived at these conclusions based on an incorrect reading and 

J 
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Nowon pp 25-26 
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oversimplification of the SSA statement quoted on pages 21-22 
of the report. In the quoted statement, we explained the 
difference between the certification of wages earned before 1978 
and the certification of wages for 1978 on. The former was based 
primarily, but not solely, on individual records. The latter, 
used for interim purposes only, is based primarily on aggregate 
employee records. 

While we agree in principle that SSA should return to using 
primarily individual employee data for the certification process, 
we believe that the trust funds are legally entitled to be funded 
on the basis of the Social Security taxes that have been or 
should have been paid on wages in SSA’s maintained records. All 
such wages ---whether posted to the proper accounts in SSA’s 
Master Earnings File, the individual item Suspense File, or the 
NERF---have the potential to be used for the payment of a Social 
Security benefit. SSA has unquestionable evidence that a 
liability for Social Security taxes on those wages existed and a 
very strong indication that in nearly all instances such taxes 
were in fact paid. Admittedly, when the wages are found in the 
latter two files, there are evidentiary tests and more manually 
intensive processes required before they can be posted to 
individual earnings records. But it is reasonable to argue that 
the very existence of such activities constitutes the maintenance 
of records function which the statute requires. We believe that 
the link between wages used for funding and wages used for 
benefit payment purposes should be what it was before 1978. To 
reiterate, prior to that year, wages in the Suspense File were 
used in the certification process: and they contained both 
individual and aggregate amounts. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON. DC. 20224 

Mr. William J. Anderson 
Assistant Comptroller General 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

. JUN - 9 1487 

Dear Mr. Anderson : 

We have reviewed your recent draft report entitled 
“Social Security: More Must be Done to Credit Earnings to 
Workers ’ Accounts”. 

We generally agree with the report’s recommendations. We 
have enclosed specific comments on each of the recommendations 
requiring action by the Internal Revenue Service. 

We would like to take this opportunity to reiterate some 
facts that were expressed in previous correspondence with GAO 
during the investigation which resulted in thus draft report. 
We are not aware of any indication of an intent on the part of 
Congress, either in statute or legislative history, to impose 
on the IRS the responsibility for ensuring the accuracy of 
individual wage records maintained by SSA or for ensuring the 
proper crediting of the Social Security trust funds. The law 
appears to specifically contemplate that IRS and SSA would 
divide responsibility for reconciliation of missing and 
discrepant wage reports in a manner that would provide each 
agency with the information it requires. We believe that the 
current cooperative agreement fulfills the intent of Public Law 
94-202. 

We agree with GAO’s assessment (page 47) that SSA should 
take the initiative to resolve backlogs of unreconciled 
reports. With this in mind, we agree to assist SSA in 
reconciling the wage reports, to the extent that such is the 
intent of Congress and that sufficient resources are provided. 

We hope these comments are useful in preparing your final 
report. 

With kind regards, 

Sincerely, 
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Nowonpp 43and46 

Now on pp 33-34 

IRS COMMENTS ON GAO DRAFT REPORT ENTITLED 
"SOCIAL SECURITY: MORE MUST BE DONE TO 

CREDIT EARNINGS TO WORKERS' ACCOUNTS" 

Recommend that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and the 
Commissioner of Social Security work together to: 

Recommendation: Revise the SSA-IRS interagency agreement to 
specify what will be reconciled, and who will perform and 
complete the reconciliation. 

Comment: We agree with GAO and will work with SSA to 
review the agreement and refine it as appropriate. 

Recommendation: Develop and pursue a strategy for working the 
backlogged and newer cases, which emphasizes contacting 
employers (1) who have multiple years of earnings differences 
and (2) for which the IRS record retention period (4 years) has 
already lapsed or will soon lapse. 

Comment: We agree with GAO and will support SSA, as 
practical, fn their initiatives to reconcile the wage reports. 

Recommendation: Develop and subm't a plan of action by 
September 30 1987, to the congressional committees who have 
oversight an; resource responsibilities for these agencies, 
speficying (1) a time-phased schedule for eliminating the 
backlog and resolving new discrepancies and (2) any additional 
resources that will be required. 

Comment : We will vork with SSA to accomplish this by 
December1987, as noted on page &8 of the report, which we 
believe is a more realistic deadline. 

Recommendation: Determine the major causes that result in 
?i%A’s and m recording different earnings totals, and take 
corrective action to prevent their occurrence or reduce their 
frequency. 

Comment: We will pursue this recommendation with SSA. 

Recommend that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue: 

Recommendation: Reassese the decision to further delay 
provi.ding earnings information to SSA for the self-employed 
individuals whose 1979 self-employed earnings data SSA needs to 
ensure the accuracy of benefit payments. 

Comment: We will look at the feasibility of this 
recommendation. However, as the report notes (pa e 

f 
34) on 

March 25, 1987, we indicated to GAO that the earl est we could 
commit to this work would be sometime in late 1988. While we 
agree that this is an important concern, our computer resources 
will be concentrated on implementing the significant changes 
requFred by the Tax Reform Act of 1986. 
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b&%espon.se to GAO Inquiry of June 11,1986 

THE COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL SECURITY 
l ALTlMon8. MARYLAND 21222 

-EC ldl@tj 

Hr. Joseph ?. Dolfico 
senior Bmociate Director. 

Human Reaourc.8 Divirion 
United State8 U8naral Accounting OffLea 
Roan 6739. 441 Q StZ88t, NW. 
W88hington. D.C. 20548 

Dear Hr. Deltico: 

Enclosed i8 our reply to your Sun8 11, 1986 latter of 

inquiry oa the r8concili8tion of wage report8. Pla88m 

let u8 knw if you need additional infonmtion. 

:zik$y 
Cmi88rk.r 

of Social Security 
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RESPONSE OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION TO THE GENERAL 
ACCOUNTING OFFICE LETTER OF INQUIRY ON THE INTERNAL REVENUE 
SERVICE AND SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION RECONCILIATION OF 
WAGE REPORTS 

General 

This letter of inquiry raises many complex issues related to the 
reconciliation of wage reports and the impact of reconciliation 
(or the lack of reconciliation) on individual earnings records 
and trust fund accounting. The involvement of the General 
Accounting Office (GAO) in these issues should serve as a 
catalyst to hasten the resolution of problems inherent in this 
system that ie jointly run yet separat ly funded. 

The Social Security Administration (SSA) is committed to the 
reconciliation of wags reports. We have negotiated in good faith 
with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) over the years to 
establish a workable process and to minimize any adverse impact 
on Social Security earnings records and trust funds. As our 
comments below indicate, our concerns for the growing number of 
missing and discrepant wage reports accumulating since 1978 (the 
start of annual wage reporting) ha8 recently prompted SSA to 
assume an expanded role in the reconciliation process. We 
believe that the reconciliation process can and must be 
stabilized. We will continue to work toward that end. 

ISSUE 1: IRS-SSA RESPONSIBILITIES AND INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT 

A. What specific responsibilities did the 1978 IRS-SSA 
cooperative agreement to implement Public Law No. 94-202 
give SSA for reconciling missing and discrepant reports? 
What are IRS' specific responsibilities? 

SSA Re8ponse 

The major responsibilitier of SSA detailed in the 1978 
cooperative agreement arc to: 

-- Fund for and annually provide IRS with a microfilm facsimile 
of all paper and magnetic media returns and documents 
received: 

-- RSlea8e all form8 W-2, W-2P, and W-3 information to IRS on 
magnetic tape in a format provided by IRS1 

-- Balance all form8 W-2 with the W-3s; 

-- Establish tolerance8 for Federal Insurance Contribution Act 
(FICA)-related reconciliation; 
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-- Furnish IRS the reported and processed total of all forms 
W-2 and W-3 money fields and all out of balance intermediate 
total records: 

-- Provide IRS with a form W-2C Correction Tape File quarterly 
during the processing year; and 

-- Provide IRS with SSA internally initiated adjustments to 
employee accounts tape file on a weekly basis. 

IRS is responsible for: 

-- 

-- 

-- 

me 

-- 

B. 

The funding, development costs, and operational costs of the 
reconciliation between the forms W-2, W-ZP, and W-3 data and 
the wage data reflected on the Business Waster File as 
reported on forms 941, 942, and 943 (941 - Employer's 
Quarterly Federal Tax Return); 

Assuring that corrected forms W-2, W-2P, and W-3 submitted 
by employers as a result of IRS-initiated reconciliation are 
sent to IRS. IRS reconciliation correspondence will make 
this clear to the employer (this was necessary because of 
the change to annual reporting); 

Providing SSA with a tape file of unreconciled cases 
involving FICA forms W-2 for tax years 1978 and 1979 (these 
are the only 2 years the 1978 agreement specifically 
covers) ; 

Matching form8 W-2, W-2P and W-3 totals, including those 
remaining out of balance after the clerical operations, to 
IRS forms 941, 941E, 942, or 943 data. IRS will generate 
correspondence to the employer for those cases that remain 
out of balance after tolerances have been applied and after 
IRS's reconciliation process; and 

Providing SSA notification on an ongoing basi8 of any 
change8 to employer8' Employer Identification Number8 (EIN) 
that are a result of IRS' reconciliation program. Magnetic 
media specifications for reporting EIN changes to SSA have 
bean determined. The EIN change8 will be sent on two tape 
files (one at the end of the processing year and the other 
at the end of the first month folloving the end of the 
processing year). Any change8 discovered from then on will 
be reported to SSA on paper. 

Did the 1979 agreement modification, which provided that 
responsibilities for reconciliation would be subject to 
normal budgetary constraints and resource restrictions, 
change SSA’s responsibilities with respect to reconciling 
missing or discrepant earnings reports? If so, 8pSCify how 
responsibilities changed. 
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SSA Responrre 

The 1979 modification did not change SSA's (or IRS') specific 
responsibilities for reconciliation. As the question states, it 
only provided that reconciliation work would be subject to each 
organization's normal budgetary processes. In that sense, it 
placed in question the possibility that either side might not 
meet it8 responsibilities due to the lack of resources (see the 
response to D. below). 

C. What effect have resource and budget limitations had on your 
Department's performing annual wags reconciliations? 

SSA Response 

Resource and budget limitations have had no impact on SSA's 
ability to complete it8 specific responsibilities under the IRS- 
SSA interagency agreement. In fact, our concern for the 
increasing backlog of unreconciled wage reports caused us 
recently to expand our agreed-upon resource commitment and role 
in reconciliation a8 discussed under Issue 3. In further 
response, see the answer to the following question. 

D. To what extent has the 1979 modification rendered 
ineffective the agreement's original intent? 

SSA Response 

The 1979 modification was intended to allow relief to IRS and SSA 
in the event that budget constraints precluded their ability to 
fulfill their respective responsibilities as outlined in the 
agrsemen t . In that the agreement's original intent was to assign 
responsibilities 80 that reconciliation would be accomplished, 
the caveat and it8 ~8s have significantly delayed the progress of 
the reconciliation workloads. 

E. Should the interagency agreement be modified to better 
delinsate re8ponsibilities with respect to the 
reconciliation? 

SSA Response 

We believe that the interagency agreement is quite specific in 
its dslinsation of rerponsibilitiss. However, we believe an 
effective interagency agrssmsnt could be achieved by deleting the 
1979 modification and includinq specific redSOndble tlmefr5me 
goal8 for completion of raconciliation. 

. . . . . . ..-. -- _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . - , 
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ISSUE 2: TRANSFER OF FICA TAX RECEIPTS TO SSA TRUST FIJNDS 

A. What is a reasonable time period for the Department of 
Health and Human Services (HHS) certifying the accuracy of 
SSA earnings records and for reconciling the Treasury 
estimates and the earnings records maintained by SSA? 
Section 201(a) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 
Sec. 401(e)) provides, in effect, that the Secretary of the 
Treasury will estimate the amounts of FICA taxes due on 
earnings reported to IRS. These estimated amounts are to be 
transferred from the general fund of the Treasury to the 
trust funds. To the extent that these estimates are higher 
or lower than the taxes due on earnings certified by the 
Secretary, HHS, adjustments are to be made. No timeframe is 
specified by which this should be accomplished. 

SSA Response 

Given the problems we have faced with reconciliation since the 
advent of annual wage reporting, we have no experience upon which 
to determine what a reasonable time period may be, but we support 
the development of a reasonable time period goal. (Also, see the 
response to the following question.) 

B. Should IRS and SSA be required to complete the 
reconciliation within a specific period? Section 205(c) (4) 
of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. Sec. 405(c) (4)) 
provides that the Secretary of HHS may correct erroneous 
wage records prior to the expiration of a 'time limitation" 
after which the records are presumed to be correct. 
Section 205(c) (1) (B) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 
Sec. 405(c) (1) (B)) defines "time limitation' as a period of 
3 years, 3 months, and 15 days. Note that IRS requires 
employers to keep copies of employee W-2s for 4 years and 
that a tape of unreconciled cases is not sent to SSA by IRS 
until approximately 3 years after Treasury has transferred 
the estimated tax receipt amounts to the trust funds. 

SSA Response 

A reasonable goal should be established and should certainly 
consider and take account of the 'time limitation" mentioned 
above. As time passes, it becomes more unlikely that employers 
will have the records necessary to provide information, and it 
becomes very difficult to locate former employers who have gone 
out of buaineaa. Therefore, the longer it takea to conduct the 
reconciliation process the less likely it becomes, in many cases, 
that we will ever be able to determine the correct information. 
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C. Must SSA return to the Treasury, trust fund credits for 
earnings which exceed amounts they are able to certify? 
Would interest payments also need to be made by SSA to 
Treasury on such excess amounts? 

SSA Response 

The Social Security Act (Section 201(a)) requires that the taxes 
appropriated to the Old-Aged and Survivors Insurance, Disability 
Insurance, and Hospital Insurance trust funds be determined by 
the Secretary of the Treasury by applying the applicable rates of 
tax to wages and self-employment income certified by the 
Secretary of HHS. The Secretary of HHS is to certify wage data 
to Treasury baaed on .recorda of wages established and 
maintained" by the Secretary of HHS. The taxes are initially 
appropriated to the trust funds on an estimated basis. Periodic 
adjustments are subsequently made to the extent that the 
estimates are found to differ from the amounts of taxes actually 
payable as determined from reported earnings. 

For calendar years 1978-1985, adjustments have been made on the 
basis of wages reported to IRS on form 941. These wage data have 
been "certified' as interim data. The wages paid in recent years 
have not been certified to Treasury in the same sense that wages 
certified before 1978 were certified because the data do not 
represent individual employee grecorda maintained and established 
by the Secretary of HHS.g When the earnings are fully certified 
based on HHS records (finalizing HHS wage data is dependent on 
the reconciliation process), any excess of the previously 
appropriated taxes, over and above the taxes determined from the 
certified earnings, must be returned to the general fund of the 
Treasury. Similarly, any excess of taxes determined from the 
certified wages, over and above the previously appropriated 
taxes, must also be appropriated from the general fund to the 
trust funds. 

Before earnings are certified for any of the years 1978 or later, 
any remaining unreconciled wage reports will be added to the 
Nondetailed Employee Report file, a file of undistributed wage 
items. Any wages in this file will be included in the earnings 
certified to Treasury. At this time, it is not known whether the 
certification of earnings for those years will actually result in 
a return to the general fund or an additional appropriation to 
the trust funds. 

Regarding interest payments, the Social Security Act does not 
provide for interest payments on the appropriation adjustments. 
Therefore, they have never been made. 
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D. Are the interim tax transfers baaed on Form 941 data 
identified as such in the Trustees Annual Report on the 
Social Security trust funds? Is a potential liability 
identified in the Annual Report? 

SSA Response 

The Trustees' Report specifically states that tax appropriations 
are initially made on an estimated basis, and that periodic 
adjustments are subsequently made to the extent that the 
estimates are found to differ from the amounts of taxes actually 
payable as determined from reported earnings. As noted in the 
answer to the preceding question, it is not clear whether the 
certification of earnings in 1978 and later years will result in 
transfers to the general fund or to the trust funds. Thus, a 
potential liability or gain is not identified in the Trustees' 
Report. Both possibilities are implied in the statement 
described above. 

ISSUE 3: PROPER CREDITING OF INDIVIDUALS' EARRINGS 

A. What steps is your Department taking or has your Department 
planned to ensure that individuals' earnings are properly 
credited in those instances when IRS and SSA data indicate 
missing or discrepant employer reports? Are additional 
steps needed? 

SSA Response 

SSA has begun a three-phase project to reduce the existing 
backlog of 3.5 million cases unreconciled for the period 
1978-1983. Phase I involves employers who have missing wages in 
1983 with no prior years involvement. Approximately 206,000 
employers were contacted beginning April 1996; their responses 
are now being processed by SSA. Additionally, SSA mailed letters 
to approximately 83,000 employers for 1970 to teat the effective- 
ness of a mailing to employers for early years. Phase II calls 
for SSA to mail letters beginning October 1986 to employers with 
missing or discrepant wages both in 1983 and a prior year. 
Phase III is alated ta begin in ~ctnhor 1917 anal invnlvrs 
contacting employers with discrepant wages in 1983 only. 

The original backlog of 3.7 million items (tax years 1978-1993) 
has been reduced to 2.9 million through various systems matches 
(which identified items already completed through the regular 
process) and application of approved tolerances (which eliminated 
-__--- --- -I 1----- _- --__.. _.. -- -... -. . . . _. . .._... _- - 
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items with small money variances). Baaed on current plans and 
budgeted resources for fiscal year (FYI 1987, we will have 
1.8 million of the 2.8 million backlog remaining at the end of 
FY 1987. However, we expect accretions to the backlog of 500,000 
per year for 1984 and 1985. 

SSA has initiated other activities to achieve timely 
reconciliation of wage reports. An employer contact group has 
been established to investigate report discrepancies and process 
sensitive reports brought to its attention. SSA is developing an 
automated system to match 941 data against wage report data to 
identify Wmiasingg reports each year. When a wage report has not 
been received from an employer who has submitted a 941 to IRS, a 
letter will be generated to the employer. This system, which is 
targeted for completion in October 1987, will identify missing 
reports over a year earlier than the current IRS-SSA 
reconciliation. 

Routine resolution of employee correspondence also helps in the 
reconciliation process. When employees disagree with SSA’a 
earnings records, SSA’a normal investigative procedures reveal 
discrepant and missing wage reports. To correct the employee's 
earnings record, SSA must also correct the employer's wage 
report. 

IRS and SSA need to match data from their employer files on an 
ongoing basis. A constant maintenance function in this area 
could reduce the volume of cases generated for reconciliation. 
SSA is working with IRS to continue to improve the timeliness in 
the exchange of data between our two agencies. 

8. Could SSA or HAS be legally liable in an action by a worker 
to recover additional benefit amounts due as a result of 
uncredited earnings which could have been corrected through 
the IRS-SSA reconciliation process? 

SSA Response 

We believe that the Department and SSA would be liable to pay 
additional benefit amounts baaed on correction of earnings 
records within the Social Security Act’s time limitation 
(3 years, 3 months, and 15 days) or the exceptions thereto but 

would not be liable if changes could not be made within the 
statutory time or under its exceptions. 

To further explain: If SSA receives an IRS 941 wage data tape 
before the time limitation runs out and begins an investigation 
before such limitation expires, the earnings record(s) being 
investigated can be corrected even after the time limit has run 
out. (See 20 C.F.R. Section 404.822(e) (11.1 After the time 
limit haa run out, there are several exceptions which provide 
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many opportunities for correcting the earnings records; namely, 
section 205(c) (5) (Cl of the Act, .to correct errors apparent on 
the face of such records;' section 205(c) (5) (F) of th;-Act, -to 
conform his records to tax returns or portions thereof (including 
information returns and other written statements) filed with the 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue;. and section 205(c) (51 (Hl of 
the Act, *to include wages paid during any period in such year to 
an individual by an employer if there is an absence of an entry 
in the Secretary's records of wages having been paid by such 
employer to such individual in such period.' 

When corrections are made, the individual whose earnings record 
is corrected will have his or her benefits recomputed if the 
additional earnings would result in an increase in benefit 
amount. See 20 C.F.R. Sections 404.280 and 404.281(a). 

There may be instances, however, where SSA is unable to start an 
investigation before the time limitation has run out and where no 
exception to the correction of earnings records after the time 
limit has elapsed applies. In such a case there would seem to be 
no basis under the Act for correcting the earnings record. 

C. To what extent are your present and planned resources 
sufficient to complete annual wage reconciliations and what 
is your estimate of when the reconciliations for 1978 to the 
present will be completed? 

SSA Response 

The p1 1987 budget includes 355 workyears for reconciling problem 
wage reports. Employers with missing or discrepant reports will 
be asked to submit correction forma or provide explanations to 
SSA. SSA will review the responses, make determinations of the 
correct wage amounts, and take whatever corrective actions are 
necessary. This reconciliation work began in Fy 1986. While 
completion of the backlog is dependent on future resource 
availability, our goal is to have the backlog completed by the 
end of FY 1988. 

Reconciliation is a statutorily-required activity. While every 
activity we undertake or propose to undertake is dependent on 
funding/resources, it is our obligation to prioritize our work 
and ensure that our available resources are devoted to fulfilling 
our statutory mandate ahead of all others. As noted in our 
General comments, SSA is cowitted to do all it can to accomplish 
reconciliation in a timely manner. 
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COMMlSSlONER OF INTERNAL REVENUE 

W8¶hlnglOn DC 20224 

Hr. Joseph F. Delfico 
Senior Associate Director 
HUIM Re- Dlviaial 
United Statsa General Acmuntiq Offlce 
uashingtal, DC 20598 

Dear Hr. DelficQ: 

Secmtmy bker’a offica h8a 8akad ma to twin and mapond to yaw 
JUM 11, 1986, letter mmin# T-Is m8ponsibilities for reconciling 
dlffemnces In rrnlngs mparted by -loyen to the Social Security 
Admlnlstmtlon WA) and the Intamal Revanue Setice (IRS). First, lot Y 
l polo6lze for the delay In mspandlng to your letter. In tier to pmvlde 
tha anawars to tha quatlma pomd, l xtaulve mae8roh and coordlnatlar w 
mqulmd betue~~ IRS, Financial RMagemnt ~rvlca (FM) md Tmmuy’a 
offlce of the Wleml c-1. We hsw mvleued the backgmmd infmtian 
contained in your letter and r((rro that it is l ccumte and cauiatent with 
our mdrrstmdlng of the C~binecl Annul Wyr Reporting (CUR) section of 
Public Law 94-202 and with the SSMIRS CAVE 8gmgnt of 1976, as mvixd 
in 1979, and suBseque& lattr tilflcetlau. 

Befom addmssing the specific questiuu rrlsed let ma dlacwa the 
at8tuta7 rquirrornta for the CAUR pmgmm. Rn mpor% of ths Senate 
Cdttee cm FInarm l xpbind that ths pwpome of Public Law 94-202 m to 
raduca ths pW burdrr m gloyem by rybllng them to flle a single 
annual n#e mpat far uch gbya ulth the SSA to prwlde thm with the 
fmcumry lnfaatial to dntain accurate eamlngs moords for 
~M8rlea. S. Rep. lb. 94-550, 99th Cmg., lot Sesa. 9 (Decmber 12, 

. 

In Bdd1tial, um nttee report at&es that the pmlalal aa 
lntsrtded to ‘prorlde the Int8mal Revenue Service and the Social Security 
~nlstmtian ulth wrthcrlty rhioh would enable WI= to enter into m 
;yt far Wtlw preceaslng of a revised annual v mporting 

. . . In a m rhioh tamld W l ffectlwly and efflclently pmvlde 
e&l agal~ulth th8lnf~tlm 1 mqulm8.m g. 

~BI the other hand, them Ia no lndlc8tion of M intsnt on the put of 
Cmgrem, l ittmr in the at8tute or the leglslatlw history, to m cm 
the IRS ttm mspaulbllity fa mawing the l carrrcy of lndloidual w 
~rdrrin~bl,SSLorfff~~pmpvadlt~ofthe 
soclAl3aclufty tnmt nmd8. lhe law m to rpeclflally antroplate 
tht the IRS and SSA wuld dlvlde m8~lbility for ~lllatlm of 
alaafng end diacmpmt mg8 mpcrta In 8 mm8r tht wmld pmvlde each 
wagan?2 the lnfaprtlal th8t it mqulms. we bellew that ths current 

wt fUlflll8 the lntmt of Public I~lr 94-202. 
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Hr. Joseph Dclfico 

Now let me respond to each of the questions prcrentcd in the three 
issues of your letter. 

Issue 1: ntS - SSA Responsibilities and Interagency @ement 

- Oucstion: uhat spaclfic responslbllities did the 1978 IRS - SSA 
cooperative l grremnt give IRS and SSA for fwonciling missing and 
dlscrrprnt rrports? 

&lSWr: me specific responsiblllties am elabomted in detail within 
EiW78 agrement ad 8rv tm lengthy to list lndfvldually. I have 
pmvlded M wet-view of these ~sponslbllltles klou. I understand that 
ccaplete copies of the 1978 agreewnt ud rubsequent mvlsions hwe been 
provldedto yaw sbffdurlry their mvleu. 

IRS Ikwonaibllitles: 
~PW of ~1 F 

IRS has rrsponalbillty for receivingrgvtic 
~-2,U-2PmdY-3f1mcrs~ bySSA. lhesedat~an 

to be rtched Em IRS BuMma Master Pile of ~loyw*r Qartorly 
F8deml Tax netums (Folm 9411, Md the l!&loyer’s Amnml hx wtum 
for Aqricultuml mloyem (mm 943) to identify dlacmpencla 
Between the awunts mported on the employer’s U-2’8 and the Fom 941 
or 943. Diacrrpancier include underrapwting, mrreporting, and mn- 
flllng Of either thr U-29 or th@ tWmtS. IRS id to r#olve, or 
rttrqt to rewlve, all dlscmmnt ame types exceeding SSI 
established tolemnca and pmvlde SS& ulth -loyea m#e mcord 
chuyrs m l ppmpriate. 

SSA Rerponslbilities: SSI hu the responsibility fbr rooeivln# Rxw 

o&ally 
ly ti th8 ~lOyw9. Rper rorr am to b8 

ScaMed or tmnscribed onto ugntic tape. lhe v8rious data 
uw to k bUurrd and SSN’r and naws validated for both the paper 
forw and thaw filed an m@mtlc wdia by the mloyer. SSA then 
fomrdstherrportdudpr#n~~roft~FForrV3,Y-ZP,ud 
u-3 mmy firlb to IRS in tha fom of -tic tap and mkrofllm. 

- auea,~;;he~979 agmemmt mdlfic8tiotl, lrhich pmvided th&t 
rocacili8tim wuld k subject to norrl wty 

cantmints and rmoura rwstrictiorm, ch8nm IRS’ or Tfumry’s 
mwonsibllitles with respect to mconciling discrepant earn- 
rrports? If so, specify how Irspon8iblllties ch8ngad. 

=lY 
No* m pupo# of the 1979 r@vmalt mod1flcat1m Ins 

to ClArifY and mfim the namtive descriptiaWdefinltlona 
of the ruPmctive awtcy's rrsponslbi~tlw. It alao expandad the CAUR 
P-to U.S. keaouiarr urd Rwrto Rlcoandtothe mloyer’s 
zihax ktum for fbumhold Bployaes Mbm 942). TM refermce 

umasnt to W4mtm-y fsnstmints 8nd resource 
rrstrict1aw ma not a clmge. It y1 an explicit statmalt of what is 
Upllclt In the statute, I.e., that the agency will cartput its mlsslofl 
to the extent Possible within fmding appropriated by M. 
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m-. Joseph Delfloo 

- Question: Vut effect luve msourcc and budget llmitatiofu had on your 
Dcpartmant's perforaing annualyasC recunclliatl~? 

higet and rwource llmltatlons during the last 6 years have 

l 201 program (e.g. hcasin# Yew 1980 = WOS, Pmcessing Yur 1981 8 
501, Pmcesslng Yew 1962 a 20% Processing Yews 1983 and 1984 8 MI, 
and Frocesslng Year 1985 = 245). 

- westion: To rrhlt extent lus the 1979 wdlfl~tlon rendered lneffectlve 
thamt 0s orlglfml Intent? 

Answer: me 1979 and subwpr#nt agmment mdir1cations have 
iSGLad, clulfled and expanded the 0tWlnal aamamt l mew types 

of changes uem anticipated by congress as a nu?s to develop an 
l ffectlvo and l fflclent pm&mm for both wncles. Us kliew ths 1979 
and subswuent changes am not only coMistenL with the intent Of the 
orlglful agreeant but h8ve 81x1 rds the progmm sWWlcantly mom 
efficient and pmductive. 

- Questlm: Is YRS mcorrclliatlon of miisslry and dlscrwpant rrports 
ITGIETby policy or in pmctlce to maports involving potential or 
pmbmble tax 1labllitles? If ~3, 1s this pncflce consistmt with the 
term of the mt? 

Answer: No. 
ExGshca 

Although the agmamt provides for SSA established 
mr mmal turn arwlbutlon kt tncr, NcmcluAtlan, 

tha nmtw of discrrpmt aua wrlad by each agmcy is llmlted by 
w ud rem constmlnts and the attendant -load prlorlt1es. 
m ths mmber of to-1 dlscmpant case types to be mrlred has bsen 
determIned, 110 mstrlotlam UI lmosed aa to whether the mmlts would 
be addition1 tax or a mnmd. 

- mertlm: Saald tha coopwxtlva ureaant be mdifled to Better 
m ruparrlbillties with mspect to the reoncluatlon? 

Answer: lhm egmment Is I dynmlc docunt and I.9 mdlfled dmever 
IE7rdeterdnsd tlmt further definitlm, clsriflatlm or l xpsnsim is 
naded. us cdlrn ulls JmmCh ulll rwult in my neded 
tiiflatlal. Ynf8ot,ntsudsAu, mrNnt1y revlmfing the 
rgrrrnt and thr mdlflatlata in ada to pmvlde an updated docunt. 

Is5ue2: TrwmhrofrIcATaxnaceiptatossAmA8tIbds 
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nr. Joseph uelflco 

&mmr: Since no time m ls specified by law, we accept the current 
~lcatlon tia period presently king follomd by DIM. Thus the 
mconcluatlcm to au estiates and 8ny rasultln# adjustmts l m rde 
I&HI tha info-tlm ls available to the Financial mugmmt Service. 

- CRiestim: !3ould IRS 8nd SSA be required to ccmplete the mmclllatlon 
within specified tlm period? 

Answer: ‘Ihe cument rgmewnt lndlcrtes that IRS will pmvlde SSA a 
tape of unreconciled cases lnvolvlng FICA Form U-2 as of Dscemkr 31 of 
the second yew follouin# the tax yew wage doctmnts king processed. 
fhls time period hs bun in effect since the pmces8ingof tax ywr 
1978 wge docwmts. 

- Question: rrut SSA rrtwn to the Yreaaw, tmst fimd ctilts for 
urningr rrhlch exceed uowtts SSA la able to certify? Yarld lnterrst 
paywnts also need to be mde by SSA to Trwsuzy m such excess amunts? 

Adjustwnts (upuld or darnudd met be rdr to the 
si t2fen-d to the trust fUxls in rccotdance with the artlfled 
uge mports. ihr Iau does not mqulm interest to be paid by the trust 
funds or by the geneml find of the Rrawry m these adjustments. 

mr Crrditlng of Indlvldualls EanUnga Issue $ 

- Qu#tim: bh8t steps is your Departmmt Wing or haa your Deperumt 
ZiiiiiTto ensure th8t lndlvidu8ls’ eamlw am pmperly crwditrd ln 
those ins-a when IRS and SSA data indicate dsslng or discrepant 
gloyw Nportr? Arv additiaml rtaps -? 

Answer: UI belleve ths CUR reconclllrtlon prqraa a8 prwmtly mod 
arfer the caopemtive rgrrrnt wets tlm intent of Fublic lAw 
94-202. Althou@ VI bm of no addition8l steps needed ln the 
reamclllatlan Dmqv rt this time, w filly expect that the mlng 
Joint ns/ssA Nvlewofthe m3opomtin rgrrrnt will pmduce my 
nwdd mdlflatials. 

- Qlestlal: 
by 8 

Cculd IRS or your 
uxicer 

Depmment be lemlly liable ln an action 
to recover l ddltlotml benefit amounts due as a result of 

mcmdltad vrnine rhLch could have been corrected thmugh the IRSSSA 
Nculc1liat1aI Plwoess? 

Answrc lhtder th8 lonaswndiq doctrine of soverwig famity, rctions 
ziziitthemltmd~tesryallyk- with the m-t’s 
comae. tbmii v. Goda, 373 US 57, 58 (1963); united states v. 

392 399 tR176)- btata ofmtsatv. mmsntm 96 
. 19h acti& 2u4 of tha %cirl St kct’ 42 & 

404, PrPridufordjuatBmt8OfarpqrnU and wdemL& of 
Bclal Security benefits in acoordure with mgulatlona prascrlbad by 
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I Mr. Joseph Delflco 

the Department of fiealth and Kuhn SWVICCS. Individuals are entitled 
to seek review of adverse decisions, irrespective of the amunt in 
controversy, by a civil action comenced within sixty days of the 
68ilingoftha noflc4kOfd~bi~. 42 USC mw. yham c.OfIgrCSS has 
enacted a specific waiver of soverel@7 lmwilty, the limltatlms and 
conditions urn which the United States consants to be sued uist be 
strictly ax&wed, and exceptions thereto m8y not be implied. Lehmn 
v. Nnkshlan 453 US 156, 161 (1981); Sorlano v. United States, 35zus 

,2b m57); United States v. shtmood, 3U US 5W, 590-591 (lgcll). 

Accordingly, we are of the opinlm tht neither the Tmasury 
Department nor IRS lmuld be liable in an action by a worker to mcover 
additional benefit amounts due as a result of uncr+dlted m tihich 
muld have been corrected thmu@ the rmXnclllatlm pmceas. In this 
regard, the Fedeml Tm Claims Act, 28 USC 2671 et seq., spaclflcally 
excludes ckir baed on the fallurr to exercise ff perfom a 
dlscratianary fbnctlon or duty on thm prrt of a federr wncy or an 
employee of the govenmmt. 28 USC 2680(a). Since the IRS is not 
ObllgJtad to attempt a camlate mmnclllatlm of l lsalr# and disc- 
wge mports, tha Fademl Tort Claim Act provides no basis for suit 
b8~ed upon the failure to comect uncredited e8rnlngthru@the 
twoncilirtlon pmcess. 

I 
I believe the foregoing lnforwtion mspmds filly to the points and 

questions posed in your letter. 

With best remfds, 
Sincerr ly , 
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Pdentid Eff& of Uncredited 1980 or 1981 or 
Both Wages on social Security 
Monthly Benefits 

Effect on monthly benefit amount Employees 
From TO Number Percent 
$000 $000 2.204 38 6 

0 10 090 363 64 

1 00 190 377 66 

2 00 290 266 47 

3 00 390 186 33 
4 00 490 184 32 

5 00 590 160 28 

600 690 164 29 
7 00 790 146 36 -- 
800 890 145 25 

900 9.90 135 24 

1000 19.90 672 11 8 

20 00 29.90 263 46 

30 00 39.90 138 2.4 

40 00 49 90 86 15 

50 00 9990 136 24 

100 00 49990 87 15 

Subtotal 3,510 61.4b 

Total 5.714 100.0 

%SA calculated monthly Social Secunty benefits. as of January 1984 with and wlthout 1980 or 1981 or 
both wages that had previously not been credtted GAO calculated the difference in monthly benefits 
for each employee 

“Subtotal does not add to figure shown due to rounding 
Note. The average payment Impact on monthly benefits for the affected employees was $17 00 
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Potential Effect of Uncredited 1979 Self- 
Employment Earnings on Social Security 
Monthly Benefits 

- 

I 
(105222) 

Effect on monthly benefit amount Self-employed 
From To Number Perter 
$0.00 $0 00 2,416 35 
0 10 090 636 c, 
1 00 190 841 li 

2.00 290 586 8 
300 3.90 411 6 
400 490 . 333 3 
500 590 230 3 
600 690 187 2 
700 790 176 2 
800 890 146 2 
900 990 115 1 

1000 19.90 493 7 

2000 2990 160 2 

3000 39 90 78 1 

40.00 4990 27 0 
5000 99.90 34 0 
10000 399.90 19 0 
Subtotal 4.472 64.! 
Total 6.6888 100.1 

‘SSA calculated monthly Social Secunty benefits as of January 1984 with and Mhout 1979 self. 
employment earnings that had previously not been crealted GAO calculated the dkference In monlhlL 
benefits for each self-employed person 

OOf the onginal 7.100 self-employed, whom we identified with uncredited earntngs. we excluaed from 
our study 124 self-employed wno nad subsequently had their earnings credlted to their accounts and 8) 
self-employed who did not have sufflclent Social Security coverage for benefits 
Note The average payment Impact on the monthly benefits for the affected setf.employed was 87 30 
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The first five copies of each pubiication are free. Additional copies are 
s2.00 each. 

There i8 a 26% discount on orders for 100 or more copies mailed to a 
single addre88. 

Orders must be prepaid by cash or by check or money order made out to 
the Superintendent of Documents. 
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